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ABSTRACT
Hong, Yu-Ju. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2013. Mitigating the cost, performance,
and power overheads induced by load variations in multicore cloud servers. Major Profes-
sor: Mithuna Thottethodi.
Load variations whether in space or time pose a significant challenge to system de-
signers. These load variations may induce inefficiencies such as load imbalance and over-
provisioning, resulting in performance/power/cost overheads. The goal of my research is
to mitigate such variation-induced overheads in multicore cloud servers.
First, I focus on power/performance overheads in on-chip networks of a multicore chip.
We design an on-chip network that is robust in both performance and energy across appli-
cations for time- and space-varying loads. Existing flow control mechanisms that perform
well at high (low) loads suffer power and/or energy overheads at low (high) loads. In con-
trast, our design dynamically adapts flow control to achieve power and performance of the
better-suited flow-control mechanism at all loads.
Second, I target cost overheads resulting from time-varying loads for applications hosted
in an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud. While IaaS clouds may enable significant
cost-savings by allowing elastic provisioning, the uncertainty of time-varying loads impose
additional cost to maintain quality of service. I demonstrate that, with some knowledge of
the statistical properties of time-varying load, one can maximize cost-savings while satis-
fying response-time targets.
Finally, I propose to mitigate the impact of data popularity variations in cloud servers.
Sharding is a common technique to partition data among scale-out servers. Unfortunately,
skewed popularity of data-elements can cause significant load imbalance among shard
servers, leading to response time degradation. I design an augmented variant of a well-
xii
known memory-caching system to identify and replicate popular read-mostly data ele-
ments, thus achieving better load balance and higher performance.
11. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, the growing amount of scientific and commercial computing has pro-
pelled the need for computer systems to scale tremendously. Computer systems scaling
may be achieved via “scaling up” or “scaling out”. Scaling up (also known as scaling ver-
tically) refers to increasing the available resources such as computing cores and memory
in a single server. A powerful scaled-up server can provide higher concurrency for a multi-
threaded or a multi-process application to exploit the intra-application parallelism. Such a
server may also make its resources sharable beyond an application by hosting multiple ap-
plications or even multiple virtual machines. This type of workload consolidation greatly
improves the resource utilization as the server is rarely under-utilized.
Scaling out, on the other hand, scales horizontally by adding more servers into the exist-
ing cluster of interconnected servers. This scaling is necessary to deliver the computational
power that exceeds well beyond the capacity of a single server. Not long ago, the scaling of
magnitudes of tens or more servers could only happen in a private datacenter owned by an
enterprise or a research institute. It is not until recently that cloud computing has emerged
and been adopted by more users. Cloud computing delivers computing and storage capac-
ity as a service directly to end users. For example, in an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)
cloud, users rent virtual machines from the cloud vendor with a time granularity of hours.
Cloud computing opens another door for almost-instant scaling-out and the ability to scale
to thousands of servers at once. This feature is called elastic computing.
With vertical and horizontal scaling, system designers today can have abundant re-
sources at hand. The key challenge is to manage and utilize resources efficiently. One
major factor that determines the required resources for a system is the load. At the website-
level, the load is the aggregate user queries received at the website. For the pool of multi-
core servers hosting the website, the load perceived by each server is the number of queries
dispatched to that server. If one views the on-chip network within a single server as the
2system, the load is the traffic routed over the network. In general, the amount of resources
needed increases monotonically with the amount of load in a system.
However, load is rarely uniform or constant. Load varies in time and in space. These
load variations pose a significant challenge to system designers. A system provisioned for
the peak load incurs unnecessary wastage of resources and a substantial cost. An under-
provisioned system may experience a severe performance bottleneck and fail to deliver at
a higher load. These load-variation induced inefficiencies cause performance/power/cost
overheads. Finding an optimal point on the design spectrum is a non-trivial task.
The goal of this thesis is to mitigate such variation-induced overheads in multicore
cloud servers. This thesis contains three major parts. In the first part, I focus on power and
performance overheads in the on-chip network of a single multicore chip. In the second
part, I target the cost overheads resulting from time-varying loads for websites/applications
hosted in an IaaS cloud. Finally, I propose to mitigate the impact of data popularity varia-
tions in cloud servers and the cost/performance overheads arising from such variations.
1.1 Power/performance Overheads in the On-chip Network of a Single Multicore
Chip
As chip multiprocessors scale the number of on-chip cores, the superior scalability of
multihop networks compared to buses and crossbars makes multihop networks the choice
interconnection strategy. Traditional networks use buffers to handle link contention via
backpressured routing. Recent work proposes to apply well-known backpressureless rout-
ing techniques, which eliminates the buffer and hence the buffer power consumption, at
the cost of misrouting/dropping upon link contention. These misrouted/dropped flits are
eventually recovered/retransmitted.
Two key observations reveal that neither backpressured nor backpressureless flow con-
trol provides robustness in both performance and energy across applications for time- and
space-varying loads. That is, at high loads backpressureless networks suffer considerable
3performance and energy disadvantage compared to backpressured networks; and the energy
disadvantage reverses at low loads.
To address this robustness issue, Syed Ali Raza Jafri and I collaboratively design the
adaptive flow control (AFC) router which dynamically adapts between backpressured and
backpressureless flow control [1]. AFC employs three novel mechanisms, namely lo-
cal contention thresholds, gossip-induced mode-switch, and lazy VC allocation. The first
mechanism maximizes performance (and minimizes energy) in the common case, and the
second mechanism ensures correctness in corner cases. The third mechanism exploits flit-
by-flit routing in AFC’s backpressured mode to simplify VC allocation and reduces the
buffer requirements by a factor of two in AFC’s backpressured mode.
Simulations using commercial workloads and SPLASH-2 confirm AFC’s robustness by
showing that AFC achieves performance and energy that are closer to that of the better of
backpressured and backpressureless networks.
In this collaboration, my intellectual contribution is the third novel mechanism, lazy
VC allocation, which is described in detail in Section 2.3.5. Syed Ali Raza Jafri’s con-
tributions are the two mechanisms, local contention thresholds and gossip-induced mode-
switch, which are included in Chapter 2.
1.2 Cost Overhead Induced by Time-varying Load in an IaaS Cloud
Cloud computing holds the exciting potential of elastically scaling computation to
match time-varying demand, thus eliminating the need to provision for peak demand. How-
ever, the uncertainty of time-varying loads necessitates the use of margins – servers that
must be held active to absorb unpredictable potential load bursts – which can be a signifi-
cant fraction of overall cost. Further, naively switching to an on-demand cloud model can
actually degrade true costs (server costs that would be incurred even if margin costs dis-
appeared) because of the fundamental economic rule wherein on-demand services/goods
cost more compared to reserved services/goods where the user bears some commitment.
4On-demand customers pay a premium in exchange for not undertaking the fixed-cost risk
that committed customers undertake.
This thesis addresses the twin challenges of minimizing margin costs and true costs in
an IaaS cloud. The contributions are as follows. First, rather than use a fixed margin, I
observe that the margin may be selectively used depending on load levels. Based on the
above observation, I develop ShrinkWrap-opt which is a dynamic programming algo-
rithm that achieves optimal margin cost while satisfying the desired (statistical) response
time guarantees. Second, I propose commitment straddling – the selective use of
some reserved machines in conjunction with on-demand machines – to achieve optimal
true-cost.
Simulations with real Web server load traces using the Amazon EC2 cost model reveal
that my techniques save between 13% and 29% (21% on average) in cost while satisfying
response-time targets [2].
1.3 Mitigate the Impact of Data Popularity Variations in Cloud Servers
Sharding - a technique to partition work among servers based on data-space parti-
tioning - is fairly common in scale-out cloud servers. For example, distributed memory-
caching systems such as mooched is typically used in conjunction with data sharding. This
memory-caching layer offers tremendous performance improvements for multi-tier appli-
cations compared to architectures that directly access the storage layer.
Unfortunately, while static data-partitioning techniques can achieve near-uniform par-
titioning of the elements across the shard servers, the popularity of data-elements is known
to be highly skewed (Zipfian). Such skewed popularity distribution of data elements can
cause significant load imbalance among the shard-servers, which in turn leads to response
time degradation or cost escalation (to provision more servers).
Based on this understanding, I design and implement SPORE – an augmented mem-
cached variant which uses Self-adapting POpularity-based REplication to mitigate the ef-
fects of such load imbalance. SPORE uses reactive internal key renaming as a basic mech-
5anism to efficiently achieve replication without excessive communication and/or coordi-
nation among servers and clients. Further, my SPORE design offers the same consistency
model (with added time-bounds on write propagation) as a system with memcached.
Evaluations on a “wimpy-node” testbed and on Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
show that SPORE achieves significantly higher performance than the baseline memcached.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the adaptive flow
control for on-chip network. Chapter 3 presents the techniques for managing time-varying
loads to minimize the cost overhead for applications/websites hosted in an IaaS cloud.
Chapter 4 presents SPORE which mitigates overheads induced by variations in data popu-
larity in the memory-caching layer. Chapter 5 concludes this thesis.
62. ADAPTIVE FLOW CONTROL FOR ROBUST PERFORMENCE
AND ENERGY
2.1 Introduction
As the microprocessor industry moves towards 16+ cores per chip, the adoption of
multi-hop networks as the interconnection fabric is inevitable because neither buses nor
crossbars scale adequately. Ideally, such multi-hop networks must provide (1) low-latency
because all L1 cache misses are exposed to network latencies, and (2) high bandwidth to
support the larger number of cores.
Traditionally networks have been designed to handle link contention by using input
buffering and backpressure. Input buffering stalls all but one of the contending flits by stor-
ing them in the buffers, while backpressure prevents stalled/buffered flits from being over-
written by other incoming flits. Unfortunately, buffers consume a significant part of on-chip
network energy (e.g., 30-40%). Circuit techniques such as buffer resizing or fine-grained
gating incur implementation severe complexities (see Section 2.3.1). Accordingly, recent
work addresses the problem of buffer dynamic energy by employing buffer bypass tech-
niques [3, 4]. Approaches that target both static and dynamic buffer energy by using back-
pressureless routing and eliminating the use of buffers have also been proposed [5,6]. Such
backpressureless routers1 handle link contention either by using well-known deflection/hot-
potato routing [8] or by dropping packets/flits [6] upon contention. The first variant –
deflection routing – ensures that all incoming flits leave on some outgoing link, even if it
is a misroute (from which the flit will eventually recover). The second variant employs the
strategy of dropping all but one of the contending flits instead of misrouting them. Such
1Note, such routers have traditionally been referred to as bufferless routers. However, the term “bufferless”
router is not precise because the lack of buffers is neither necessary (hot potato routers may use buffers to tem-
porarily avoid misroutes [5, 7]) nor sufficient (traditional backpressured routers can avoid the use of buffers,
at the cost of performance). The true distinguishing feature of such routers is the absence of backpressure.
Consequently, we use the term “backpressureless” for such routers.
7dropped flits are later retransmitted. At low network loads, backpressureless routing is
efficient because link contention, and hence misrouting (or dropping of flits), is rare.
Unfortunately, backpressureless routers suffer from poor performance and energy at
higher loads because the misrouting/dropping caused by link contention leads to increased
link utilization, which creates a positive feedback cycle because increased link utiliza-
tion further increases link contention. Consequently, backpressureless networks saturate
at lower throughputs than backpressured networks.
Moscibroda et al., in their case for backpressureless routers, have argued that the net-
work load offered by typical workloads is indeed low [5]. However, their measurements
were conducted on multiprogrammed sequential workloads. We show that the network
load is not always low for commercial benchmarks running on multi-threaded cores. We
make the key observation that load varies significantly across applications and, to a lesser
extent, over time and space within the network (e.g., hotspots, program phases). A con-
sequence of this observation is that backpressureless and backpressured networks are not
robust in performance-energy across the spectrum of high and low loads – i.e., at high
loads backpressureless networks suffer considerable performance and energy disadvantage
compared to backpressured networks; and the energy disadvantage reverses at low loads.
Performance-energy robustness is important especially for multicores which target general-
purpose computing where often applications exert vastly diverse loads on the network.
To address this robustness issue, we propose Adaptive Flow Control (AFC) – which dy-
namically adapts between backpressureless and backpressured flow control – to approach
the best of both worlds, thereby improving performance-energy robustness. Individual
AFC routers dynamically switch between backpressured and backpressureless modes of
operation. AFC does not use global, network-wide mode switching because a distributed,
synchronized operation to ensure that all routers are switched, while applications are run-
ning, may be impractical. As such, at any instant of time some routers may be in back-
pressureless mode and the others in backpressured mode; and, a given router may switch
modes over time.
8There are two key challenges for AFC, one in the common case of unvarying (high
or low) load and the other in corner cases of varying load. In the first case, the routers
should be in the appropriate mode of operation to achieve good performance-energy. To
avoid per-application tuning of the modes, we propose local contention thresholds, our
first novel mechanism, derived statically at design-time based solely on network loading
and independent of other application characteristics. Routers where the locally-measured
link contention exceeds the thresholds switch to backpressured mode, and vice versa.
Second, AFC must ensure the correctness in the corner cases of flow control interac-
tions between adjacent routers in different modes of operation (e.g., in transient conditions
when the load is changing or under high spatial variation in load). Depending on the di-
rection of communication, there is an easy case and a difficult case. In the easy case of
a backpressured-mode router communicating with a backpressureless-mode router, no ad-
ditional safeguards are needed because backpressureless-mode routers are prepared to ac-
cept flits on every cycle. On the other hand, communication from backpressureless-mode
routers to backpressured-mode routers is difficult because backpressured-mode routers, by
definition, cannot always accept flits that a backpressureless-mode router may send. To
address this concern, we propose gossip-induced mode switches, our second novel mecha-
nism, wherein backpressureless-mode routers are forced to switch to backpressured-mode
because of contention at a neighboring (backpressured) router even though the backpres-
sureless router may not observe local contention. AFC infers contention at the neighboring
nodes from locally-visible credit-backflows that are used for backpressured flow control.
Finally, because AFC (like backpressureless routing) may route flits of a single packet
independently, AFC incurs the area and dynamic energy overhead (compared to a back-
pressured router) of wider flits requiring wider buffers, crossbars and links to carry per-flit
routing information. At low loads, the energy overhead is more than compensated by AFC’s
ability to eliminate both static and dynamic buffer energy due to its backpressureless mode
where all its buffers are power-gated [9]. Such coarse-grained gating does not incur the im-
plementation complexities of fine-grained gating mentioned above. At high loads, where
dynamic energy dominates, naively using traditional backpressured mode incurs the full
9energy overhead. Instead, AFC compensates for the area and energy overhead of the wider
flits by leveraging flit-by-flit routing to optimize the backpressured mode. Traditional vir-
tual channel (VC) flow control allocates and releases VC buffers at per-packet granularity
to ensure that flits of a packet are always routed together because individual flits do not con-
tain routing information. In contrast, because a packet’s flit may be routed independently
by a backpressureless-mode router to a backpressured-mode router, AFC must support flit-
by-flit routing even in its backpressured mode. Because the purpose of VCs is to prevent
intermingling of flits from multiple packets, flit-by-flit routing simplifies VC allocation.
AFC leverages this observation both (1) to improve performance by increasing the number
of VCs while shortening the router pipeline via lazy VC allocation at the next router, which
is our third novel mechanism, and (2) to reduce energy by shrinking the per-VC buffer and
the total buffer (despite having more VCs).
Neither of these two optimizations is possible in traditional backpressured networks.
Such lazy VC allocation is not possible due to basic correctness requirements of VC flow-
control. Such buffer reduction is also not possible because conventional VC allocation
does not scale to a large number of VCs and because reducing per-VC buffer depth has a
significant impact on performance. AFC’s shallower buffers recapture a significant fraction
of the energy overhead of wider flits and more than compensate for the area overhead of
supporting both flow-control mechanisms.
In summary, our contributions are:
• We demonstrate backpressured and backpressureless networks are not robust in per-
formance and energy across the spectrum of high and low loads.
• To address this robustness issue, we propose an adaptive flow control (AFC) router
which employs local contention thresholds, gossip-induced mode-switch, and lazy
VC allocation. The first mechanism maximizes performance (and minimizes energy)
in the common case, and the second mechanism ensures correctness in corner cases.
The third mechanism exploits flit-by-flit routing in AFC’s backpressured mode to
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simplify VC allocation and reduces the buffer requirements by a factor of two in
AFC’s backpressured mode.
• Simulations using commercial workloads and SPLASH-2 confirm AFC’s robustness
by showing that AFC achieves performance and energy that are closer to that of the
better of backpressured and backpressureless routers.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 analyzes the impact of flow
control on performance and energy. Section 2.3 describes adaptive flow control. Section 2.4
describes our evaluation methodology. Section 2.5 discusses experimental results. Related
work is described in Section 2.6. Finally, Section 2.7 concludes this chapter.
2.2 Impact of Flow Control on Performance and Energy
Backpressured and backpresureless flow control differ primarily in how they handle
link contention. From this difference, a number of other secondary differences emerge. To
illustrate the differences, consider how the following scenario is handled by the two flow
control techniques: two flits at two different input ports of a router contend for the same
output port.
In traditional backpressured networks, one flit is allowed to traverse the desired output
link while the other is buffered locally. To prevent subsequent flits from overwriting the
stalled flit, backpressure is implemented via credit tokens which let neighboring routers
know whether buffers are free. To ensure that the stalled flit does not prevent subsequent
flits from utilizing idle links, the input queues employ multi-flit buffers. To ameliorate
head-of-line (HOL) blocking in such input-queued routers, routers employ multiple VCs2
per physical channel. The operation of a canonical backpressured router may be viewed
as four key steps (not necessarily corresponding to pipeline stages, as explained later). In
the first step, the header flit of a packet is routed (R) to a set of output ports. The second
2More importantly, VCs have a primary role in deadlock avoidance when used with routing algorithms that
allow cyclic dependences among physical channels/links. However, in this chapter, we consider provably
deadlock-free dimension-ordered routing (DOR), where VCs have no deadlock-avoidance functionality. In-
stead, VCs offer performance benefits because of reduced HOL blocking.
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step is the VC allocation (VCA) stage where the header flit requests a VC from among the
free VCs on the output ports of interest. In the switch arbitration (SA) step, flits with an
allocated VC compete for output ports. In the fourth step the flit traverses the switch (ST)
and links (LT) (which may take multiple cycles) to be deposited at the input buffers of the
neighboring routers.
The above steps may not correspond to pipeline stages because of several performance
and energy optimizations including (a) lookahead routing (LAR) [10], wherein the routes
are computed one hop earlier, (b) speculative overlapping of dependent functions, (e.g.,
[11]) and (c) aggressive router microarchitectures that can exploit other buffer/crossbar by-
pass paths to minimize router delay and energy [4]. Table 2.1 shows an ideal two-stage
backpressured router in which we charitably assume that VCA occurs in zero cycles. Re-
alistically, VCA delay can be hidden only by successful speculation, which is more likely
at low loads.
Backpressureless flow-control, on the other hand, allows one contending flit to progress
on the desired port. The other flit is either dispatched to an output port that may potentially
take it farther from its destination (i.e., deflection) or dropped altogether. In either case, the
routers are backpressureless since they are always ready to accept new flits because the old
flits are either deflected or dropped3.
Misrouting vs. Dropping flits In this chapter, we focus on the flit-by-flit deflection rout-
ing variant of backpressureless routing [5] because the variant that drops packets saturates
at lower loads, even according to the original paper [6]. Because deflection routers ensure
that each incoming flit is dispatched on an output port in each cycle [8], no flit is ever
blocked. Consequently, deflection routers effectively avoid deadlocks and HOL blocking
without the use of VCs.
3Though there is no backpressure on the network ports, backpressureless routers do exert backpressure on
the injection ports where new flits are not accepted unless an output port is free after accounting for network
flits.
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Key complexities of deflection-based backpressureless routing Recent critiques of
backpressureless routing [6, 12] have focused on two key complexities in backpressureless
routing, concluding that they must be overcome before such routing becomes practical.
We observe that the complexities are not fundamental and arise because of specific design
choices – there exist alternative backpressureless designs that avoid these complexities al-
together.
The first perceived complexity is that deflection routers require worst-case buffering at
each node for reordering and reassembly to handle the possibility of out-of-order flit de-
livery. Specifically, this complexity may be divided in to two categories: buffering for ex-
pected packets (the easy case) and buffering for unexpected packets (the difficult case). In
the easy case, reordering and reassembly does not impose any additional cost for expected
packets because expected packets are those for which a coherence request has been sent,
which implies that there exists a (local) MSHR entry to receive the packet. MSHRs pro-
vide such receive-side buffering functionality even in traditional backpressured networks
where flits from different packets may be intermingled because they may arrive on different
physical/virtual channels, as also noted by Moscibroda et al. [5]. One may think that back-
pressureless will further complicate receive-side buffering because flits of the same packet
may arrive in arbitrary order in backpressureless routers, whereas backpressured networks
can only see arbitrary intermingling of flits across different packets. However, there is
no additional complexity as both cases require a single random access memory array for
MSHR buffers.
The difficult case involves unexpected packets which may occur due to dirty writebacks.
Such unexpected packets do not have pre-allocated MSHR entries to serve as receive-side
buffers. In this case, a naive backpressureless implementation will indeed require worst-
case buffering at each node for as many write-buffer entries in the entire system. However,
such worst-case buffering can be avoided by using coherence protocol variants that (1)
pre-allocate an MSHR entry at the destination, and (2) hold writeback buffer data till such
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networks will see an increase in receive-side buffering, albeit less than backpressureless
networks.
A second perceived complexity of deflection routing in [6,12] is that it is fundamentally
slow because it requires implementation of hardware priorities to ensure livelock freedom.
This complexity is specific to implementations that use hardware priorities in order to guar-
antee that output ports are assigned to older (higher priority) flits before being assigned to
younger (lower priority) flits. Such priorities ensure that the oldest flit at each router is never
misrouted, hence guaranteeing forward progress. However, there are alternative implemen-
tations that avoid the use of priorities (which are necessary only for deterministic livelock
freedom) and instead, rely on randomization and probabilistic guarantee of livelock free-
dom for the backpressureless router, as done in the Chaos router [7]. We emphasize that the
probabilistic nature does not make the guarantee weak because the probability of a flit not
reaching its destination diminishes with each hop and can eventually be made arbitrarily
small (i.e., smaller than any adversarially-chosen e (0 e  1)).
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Summary: For the backpressured and backpressureless implementations described
above, we have the following performance energy expectations. On the performance front,
backpressureless networks are comparable to backpressured networks at low loads, but are
significantly worse at high loads due to excessive misrouting and early saturation. On the
energy front, backpressured networks achieve lower energy consumption that backpres-
sureless networks at high loads. However, backpressureless networks achieve lower energy
consumption than backpressured networks at low loads, by completely avoiding both static
and dynamic buffer energy. The above observations, in conjunction with the fact that there
are significant variations in network load across (and to a lesser extent, within) applications,
directly make a case for an adaptive flow-control mechanism that captures the best of both
worlds.
2.3 Adaptive Flow Control
We describe the operation of AFC in terms of the following three questions. First, Sec-
tion 2.3.1 answers the question: What are the mechanisms that enable each AFC router to
operate in either backpressured or backpressureless mode? The next two subsections deal
with the policy questions to achieve good performance and energy in the common case
of uniform (high or low) load: When do the forward mode-switch from backpressure-
less mode to backpressured mode and the reverse mode-switch from backpressured mode
to backpressureless mode occur? Our policies use our first mechanism local contention
thresholds. Section 2.3.4 answers the question: How does AFC achieve correctness in the
corner cases of interactions between routers in different modes?. Our second mechanism
gossip-induced mode-switch ensures correctness in the corner cases. Section 2.3.5 focuses
on the pipeline implementation of AFC, with a focus on our third mechanism – lazy VC




We describe the AFC router organization by focusing on key similarities and differences
of three router parameters with respect to the basic backpressureless and backpressured
routers.
First, the flits of the AFC router are wider because they have to include control infor-
mation for both backpressured and backpressureless routers. Because AFC has to operate
in the backpressureless mode at low loads, the AFC inherits hardware support for flit-by-
flit routing from backpressureless routers (Section 2.2). This inheritance implies that links,
buffers, and crossbars are wider to include sequence/packet numbers (for reassembly) and
destination-node (for routing) in each flit. Similarly, each flit also carries a VC-identifier
as required by backpressured routers. However, as we describe later in Section 2.3.5, our
lazy VC allocation reduces the number of bits that need to be propagated. AFC routers
operating in the backpressureless mode continue to propagate the VC information along
the next hop even though the router itself does not use the information (Section 2.3.5).
Second, the AFC router inherits input buffers from backpressured routers. One may
think that the inclusion of buffers results in AFC suffering energy/area penalty over back-
pressureless routers. However backpressureless routers incur significant performance and
energy degradation at high loads. AFC’s energy overhead is minimal at low loads because
the buffers are bypassed when the AFC router is in the backpressureless mode. Further,
AFC buffers use power gating [9] when in the backpressureless mode to avoid leakage
energy. Note, such power-gating is practical in AFC because we power-gate at the gran-
ularity of an entire physical port’s buffers. One may think that traditional backpressured
routing can capture similar benefits by partially powergating buffers at low loads (which is
precisely when AFC is able to do powergating, as well). However, because VC buffers are
implemented as circular buffers, different contiguous sets of buffer-entries may be active in
different VCs. Therefore, per-flit gating will be needed, which is impractical. Further, such
per-flit gating (or gating entire VC buffers) complicates neighboring credit management (or
VC allocation). Moreover, reducing buffering in backpressured networks with multi-cycle
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links introduces credit-management pipeline bubbles. Finally, an AFC router is likely to be
smaller than a full-blown backpressured router due to the smaller buffers afforded by our
lazy VC allocation (Section 2.3.5).
Third, the AFC router includes credit propagation mechanisms to track per-VC buffer
availability in neighboring nodes, as required by backpressured routing. Credit backflows
would unnecessarily add to the energy cost when the AFC router is in backpressureless
mode where credits are meaningless. To avoid this energy overhead, we include a special
control line (one bit) to indicate to adjacent nodes to stop/start credit tracking when the
router switches to backpressureless/backpressured mode.
2.3.2 Forward Mode-switch Using Local Contention Thresholds
Ideally, the forward mode-switch must occur when load levels are high enough that
backpressureless routers are near saturation. The actual load at which this switch occurs
may be dependent on global application traffic characteristics and hence independent of
local injection rate. One option to detect near-saturation loads is to track the number of cu-
mulative misroutes of flits and monitor if those exceed thresholds. However, that approach
has two problems. First, it adds the overhead of modifying flits as they progress through
each router. Second, high contention may be detected in an incorrect network region be-
cause a flit that passes through a high contention region may have undergone a number
of misroutes, but the number may exceed the threshold only after it has already passed
through the high-contention region and has reached a low-contention region. Therefore,
AFC fundamentally requires local measures of contention.
AFC measures contention via local traffic intensity. AFC uses the number of network
flits traversing through the router averaged over the previous 4 cycles, and further smoothed
using an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) as a metric of recent traffic
intensity. Smoothing using EWMA was necessary to avoid frequent (and unnecessary)
mode switches due to transient bursts of network activity. The measured traffic intensity
is compared to an experimentally-determined local contention threshold, which is our first
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mechanism. The forward mode-switch is illustrated as the top transition in Figure 2.1.
Because routers at edges and corners in a mesh have fewer ports, their thresholds are scaled
accordingly. One may think that network traffic intensity could trigger false mode-switches
because routers may observe high flit throughput without any link contention for “easy”
traffic patterns (e.g., only near-neighbor communication). However, partly because real
application traffic is not “easy” and partly because deflection induces further randomness,
we found that the local contention thresholds were effective in detecting local load levels.
Thus, our threshold is independent of application characteristics and is dependent only on
the network configuration.
Once triggered, the mode-switch is realized over 2L cycles (where L is link latency). A
mode-switch that begins in cycle T , will continue to receive any incoming flits in the input
latches of the backpressureless mode. A notification to neighboring routers (via the credit-
count start notification, as described in Section 2.3.1) lets them know that they should start
counting credits in cycle T+L even if the neighbors are in backpressureless mode. Because
all flits received in the (T + 2L  1)th cycle are guaranteed to have been dispatched in the
(T + 2L)th cycle in the backpressureless mode, the backpressured mode can safely start
from the (T + 2L)th cycle onwards (starting with the routing stage). Thus, any incoming
flits that are received on or after the (T +2L)th cycle are directed to the input buffers of the
backpressured mode. Note that flits coming from previous backpressureless routers will
still carry some VC information (Section 2.3.1) even though the routers do not allocate any
VCs for the benefit of any backpressured routers downstream.
2.3.3 Reverse Mode-switch
Just as the forward mode switch occurs under high-load conditions, AFC attempts the
reverse mode-switch when the measured load falls below a different (lower) threshold. We
use the two thresholds as a hysteresis mechanism to avoid frequent mode-switches in the
case of a single threshold when the load hovers around the single threshold. Instead, AFC
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Fig. 2.1. AFC mode transitions
However, while performance/energy may indeed be maximized by switching to back-
pressureless mode as soon as load falls below a threshold, correctness requires that the
reverse mode-switch cannot be initiated unless the buffers are empty. Without such a con-
dition, flits remaining in buffers could be indefinitely trapped, leading to starvation. The
reverse mode-switch is shown in the bottom transition in Figure 2.1. Once local buffers
are empty, the router automatically starts operating in backpressureless mode in the very
next cycle by bypassing incoming flits to the pipeline latches (for deflection) rather than
to the input buffers. Subsequently, the switched router notifies its neighboring routers to
stop accounting for credits. Upon receiving the notification, the neighbors simply set the
buffer occupancy of the switched router to empty without waiting for actual credits. There
is a time gap between when the switched router switches its mode and when the neighbors
receive the notification (i.e., know that the switch has occurred). In this gap, the neighbors
may have sent some flits to the already-switched router and decreased the router’s credits
not knowing that the switch has already occurred and that credit accounting has become
unnecessary. However, because the discrepancy leads only to unnecessary accounting for
a brief time period, no correctness issues arise.
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2.3.4 Handling Interaction Among Modes
Given that each AFC router switches modes independently, adjacent routers may be
operating in different modes. Such a situation may occur as a stable state when there are
large spatial disparities in load. Even when there are no steady-state spatial load variations,
the situation may occur when there are transient hot spots.
Communication from a backpressured router to a backpressureless router is the easy
case, because a backpressureless router is always willing to accept flits from neighboring
routers. The difficult case arises when a backpressureless router communicates with a
backpressured router because the backpressureless router may always dispatch flits on all
of its output links, but the backpressured router must be able to prevent incoming flits so
that buffered flits are not overwritten.
AFC responds to this mismatch with a “scalpel and sledgehammer” approach wherein
(1) AFC initially attempts to tolerate the mismatch with a lightweight response (the scalpel)
to handle hot spots locally without spilling over to neighboring, low-contention regions;
and (2) if the light-weight response fails, AFC responds with a heavyweight response (the
sledgehammer) that guarantees correctness by expanding the backpressured region when
the effects of contention cannot be contained. As part of the lightweight response, AFC
ignores the mismatch as long as the downstream backpressured router has spare buffer
capacity (as tracked locally using credits). Recall that the backpressureless routers be-
gin to track credits as soon as their neighboring routers switch to backpressured mode
(Section 2.3.2). If the credits indicate that a downstream router’s buffers are being ex-
hausted (say, only X free buffers remain), then AFC employs the heavyweight response of
a gossip-induced mode-switch, our third mechanism, wherein the neighboring backpres-
sureless router is forced to switch to backpressured mode using the forward mode-switch
(Section 2.3.2). The threshold X must be at least 2L (we use 2L) to allow sufficient time
for a forward mode-switch (Section 2.3.2). The gossip-induced mode-switch is shown as
the middle-transition in Figure 2.1.
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2.3.5 Lazy VC Allocation and Its Impact on the Router Pipeline
Recall from Section 2.2 that existing methods for achieving shallow pipeline depth
in backpressured routers at low loads fundamentally rely on speculation. Such pipelines
degrade to deeper router pipelines (3 stages, assuming lookahead routing) at higher loads
because of the need for VC allocation on a per-packet granularity to ensure that flits of
packet stay together. However, with AFC’s use of flit-by-flit routing, VC allocation in the
backpressured mode can be vastly simplified to operate at the flit-level and thus can be
absorbed into other pipeline stages. Further, we leverage the simplification offered by lazy
VC allocation to reduce overall buffer requirements which compensates for a significant
fraction of the energy overhead of AFC’s wider links.
To understand AFC’s lazy VC allocation, we first examine the purpose of VCs and then
examine the impact of flit-by-flit routing on VC allocation/deallocation. VCs serve two key
purposes.
First, VCs are used to achieve deadlock-freedom by introducing VC traversal restric-
tions (rather than the more-limiting physical channel traversal restrictions used by ear-
lier router designs) that can prevent deadlock cycles. However, AFC employs dimension-
ordered routing (DOR) which also provides deadlock-freedom, and hence AFC does not
use VCs for this purpose. Nevertheless, AFCmust still respect higher-level deadlock avoid-
ance rules when allocating VCs. For example, if coherence requests and responses are in
two different virtual networks, VC allocation must respect such restrictions. In such cases,
we can view the overall virtual channel as a two-tuple consisting of a virtual network and
the virtual channel within the virtual network.
Second, traditional VC flow-control prevents intermingling of flits of different packets
which is necessary when a multi-flit packet is the smallest independently-routed unit. To
prevent flit intermingling, VC allocation has to be globally coordinated to ensure that the
following two rules are observed. (R1) No packet may be assigned a VC that has previously
been assigned to another packet (but not yet freed). (R2) No two packets may be assigned
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the same VCs in the same cycle. When implemented as above, packets in different VCs are
allowed to overtake/bypass one another, thus reducing HOL blocking.
Unlike traditional packet-switched, backpressured routers, AFC’s backpressured mode
uses flits (which may be viewed as single-flit packets) as the smallest independently-routed
unit because packets may be broken up into flits at another backpressureless router. Be-
cause individual (independently routed) flits can be freely intermingled in input queues,
VC allocation can be simplified by ignoring the two rules mentioned above. The first rule
(R1) is impossible to violate because the busy state of a VC is used solely to prevent flit
intermingling in multi-flit packets which is a non-issue for AFC. Further, rule (R2) can be
ignored and any VC may be allocated to any flit (which may result in multiple flits be-
ing allocated the same VC in the same cycle). Such duplicate VC allocation is acceptable
(from a correctness perspective) in AFC because the multiple flits will be serialized by the
crossbar-switch anyway. Thus VC allocation can be precomputed locally (which may use
simple round-robin or randomized allocation) thus completely eliminating VC allocation
as a separate pipeline stage. However, duplicate VC allocation may cause unnecessary
HOL blocking at the next (downstream) router because flits within a VC have to be routed
in order. While the above optimization effectively eliminates VC allocation as a separate
step, the possibility of duplicate VC allocation remains a performance problem.
We are now faced with a dilemma. On one hand, we want purely local, pre-computable
VC allocation to eliminate the pipeline stage. On the other hand, we want to avoid the
inadvertent assignment of the same VC to multiple flits to avoid HOL blocking which
fundamentally requires global coordination. AFC’s lazy VC allocation resolves the above
dilemma by assigning VCs at the downstream router by exploiting our observation that any
VC allocation is legitimate. Lazy VC allocation views the K-flit input buffer SRAM struc-
ture as having K VCs per physical channel with a single flit buffer per VC. Further, unlike
traditional credit-backflow where credits at the upstream router are tracked on a per-VC
level, AFC tracks credits on a per virtual-network level. As long as a virtual network is
not full, there exists at least one VC with an unoccupied flit buffer. The upstream router
dispatches flits to the downstream router without a VC allocation with only the virtual net-
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work identifier, which remains unchanged from one router to the next. Upon receipt, the
flit is placed into one of the free flit-buffer entries (say, the ith entry), thus lazily allocating
the ith VC to the flit. Note, free slots may be pre-discovered using simple daisy-chaining
mechanisms and adds no latency to the critical path. Because all flits are placed in differ-
ent VCs, the design avoids artificial HOL blocking (independent flits with the same VC
allocation) altogether.
AFC’s lazy VC allocation captures one additional advantage beyond the twin benefits of
eliminating the VC allocation stage and minimizing HOL blocking. Because VC allocation
is greatly simplified by flit-by-flit routing, AFC can increase the number of VCs without
slowing down the VC allocation stage as would occur in traditional backpressured routers.
To offset the energy increase of more VCs, AFC employs shallower buffers which suffice
due to the following reason. While backpressured per-packet routing allocates an entire
buffer for a packet so that some of the buffer slots are empty while the packet’s flits are
processed spread over time, flit-by-flit routing avoids this underutilization by allocating
only one slot for a flit, thereby enabling shallower buffers. We show later in Section 2.5
that AFC reduces the total buffer size by a factor of 2 while matching the performance of a
tuned traditional backpressured router. AFC’s shallower buffers mostly compensate for the
energy overhead of its wider links.
The activity in each of AFC’s backpressured mode pipeline stages are summarized
in the last row of Table 2.1. Because lazy VC allocation can easily fit (due to simple
pre-computation) in the buffer-write stage, the AFC router can realistically operate in 2
cycles (as opposed to the generous 0-cycle VCA assumption for backpressured routers in
Section 2.2).
2.3.6 Deadlock and Livelock Freedom
One may think that a combination of backpressureless routing (where DOR rules are
ignored) and backpressured routing (where we rely on DOR for deadlock freedom) can
lead to deadlocks. However, we can prove the deadlock-freedom of AFC using the fol-
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lowing two observations. First, deadlocks can occur in AFC only when all the flits in a
deadlock “knot” are in routers that are backpressured. (If a single router is backpressure-
less, those flits are not blocked and hence can escape.) Second, given that all the routers
are in backpressured mode, using DOR for the backpressured routers, we guarantee that
backpressured routers are deadlock-free (i.e. escape paths always exist). (A similar prop-
erty can be proved for non-DOR routers which use deadlock avoidance since escape paths
will exist on some VCs.) The fact that those flits may have originally been deflected is
immaterial.
Livelock-freedom is another important issue to address given AFC’s use of backpres-
sureless deflection routing at low loads, especially since AFC does not use (impractical)
priorities to guarantee livelock freedom. Even in the absence of such priorities, deflection
routing has been shown to be probabilistically livelock free [7]. Further, because AFC uses
deflection routing only at low loads, the likelihood of a continuous chain of misroutes is
even less likely. Thus, the probabilistic guarantees may be strengthened further. Recall
from Section 2.2 that probabilistic guarantees are indeed strong guarantees.
2.4 Experimental Methodology
We evaluate AFC using Wind River’s Simics 3.0 [13] full system simulation platform
and the GEMS [14] timing models, which include an SMT-processor model (Opal), a mem-
ory system model (Ruby) and an interconnection networks model (Garnet) [15].
Simulated Machine Configuration: Table 2.2 summarizes the key parameters of our
simulated machine. Simulating a 16-core system (with multi-threading, as exemplified
by many recent “CMP of SMTs” [16–18]) proved infeasible because of long simulation
times as simulator state spilled out of memory to swap-space. We employ conservative
scaling to simulate a 3x3 network with 9 nodes. The scaling makes our results conservative





System 1 chip, 9 cores
Network 3x3 mesh, each node is a core and an L2 cache bank; flit
width is 32-bit, 2 virtual control networks and 1 data network
(2+2+4=8 VCs) with 8-flit deep buffers; 2-cycle link latency
Cores 4-way SMT, 4-issue out-of-order with 40-entry instruction
window
Private L1 Caches split I & D, each 64KB, 4-way set associative, 64-byte
blocks, 2-cycle latency, 16 MSHRs
Shared L2 Cache unified 18 MB with 9 banks, 16-way set associative with
LRU, 12-cycle latency, 16 MSHRs
Memory 8 GB DRAM, 250-cycle off-chip access time, 2 DIMMs per
channel, 2 ranks per DIMM, 8 banks per rank, 32 bank queue
entries
Based on the arguments in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3.5, all routers are simulated with
2-cycle pipelines (see Table 2.1). Recall that this latency is generous to the backpres-
sured router at high loads. Our configuration (number of VCs and buffer-depths) is energy-
optimized for the backpressured base case. Adding more VCs resulted in performance
within 2% of our configuration. The buffer-depths were also empirically selected to be the
smallest buffer size at which there was no significant performance degradation (compared
to large buffers).
We used 32-data bit flits in each direction as we found that they were energy-delay-
squared optimal. The control link widths were chosen so that VCs, destination nodes, flit-
numbers, and global MSHR identifier could be encoded. Such encoding required 9 bits for
backpressured networks, 13 for backpressureless networks, 17 for AFC. Thus, the total flit
width, including data and control lines, were 41 (backpressured), 45 (backpressureless) and
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49 (AFC) bits. These flit widths are reasonable because (a) they correspond to fairly wide
80–94 bit buses for full-duplex communication, (b) they are similar to the on-chip network
in Intel’s Teraflops research chip [19], (c) wider widths will reduce AFC’s overheads, and
(d) wider widths will cause super-linear growth in crossbar area.
We do not include any control links for priorities because AFC (in its backpressureless
mode) and backpressureless routers uses random selection to identify which flit to mis-
route. Other techniques like oldest-flit-wins require expensive timestamping (e.g., 20 bit
timestamps with each flit) and hardware sorting networks in the arbiter. Moreover, random
flit selection achieved similar performance as oldest-flit-wins policy.
AFC Parameters: AFC uses 8 VCs for each of the two virtual control networks and
16 VCs for the virtual data network with 1-flit deep buffers in its backpressured mode.
The per-physical-channel buffer size is therefor 32 (= 8⇥2+16) flits in comparison with
the baseline packet switched network which uses a 64-flit buffer (=4⇥8+2⇥2⇥8). Re-
call, the reduction in buffer-size is enabled by lazy VC allocation. The local contention
thresholds for the forward (reverse) mode switch are set to 1.8 (1.2) for the corner routers,
2.1 (1.3) for the edge routers and 2.2 (1.7) for the other routers. The weighting factor for
EWMA is 0.99 (i.e., the moving average update computation ismnew = 0.99⇤mold+0.01⇤ l
where l is the average load over the past four cycles).
Energy Modeling: The Garnet network timing model is integrated with callbacks to
the Orion [20] network energy model to report energy dissipation. We model all the key
additional hardware for backpressureless routers and for AFC including flit-latches and
additional control links. Because the receive-side buffering for flit reassembly is required
for both backpressured and backpressureless routers [5], and because they are associated
with MSHRs we exclude the receive-side buffers from network energy. The MSHR buffer
sizes do not vary with flow-control mechanism since they are provisioned for the worst
case (e.g., in the worst case, all-but-one flit corresponding to each outstanding MSHR entry
arrives at the node). We used the parameters for 70nm technology with Vdd of 1.0V and
3GHz frequency. We assume 2.5mm links. We realistically assumed 90% effective power
gating when AFC power-gates buffers in its backpressureless mode.
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Finally there are previously proposed optimizations that target crossbar dynamic en-
ergy. For example, an aggressive variant of express virtual channels [4] proposes to use
wires that bypass the crossbar switch for packets that traverse express virtual channels that
proceed along the same dimension. Note, such an orthogonal optimization can be grafted
on to any of backpressureless, backpressured or AFC router by adding bypass paths be-
tween appropriate pairs of ports and letting flits that traverse the corresponding ports to use
the bypass paths instead of the crossbar. As such, we do not consider this optimization in
our comparisons.
Workloads: While open-loop simulations have some value, relying solely on them is
problematic because they set injection rates to arbitrary values which may or may not cor-
respond to real workloads. Trace-driven evaluations do not include the feedback effect of
the network on execution time. To avoid these problems, the majority of our experiments
use execution times on multi-threaded applications to evaluate AFC. We do not use multi-
programmed, sequential workloads because they lack coherence interactions which funda-
mentally change the network traffic. Our benchmarks include three high-load/commercial
and three low-load/scientific multi-threaded applications (see Table 2.3). Table 2.3 shows
the injection rate achieved by each benchmark (in flits/node/cycle). We run the commer-
cial benchmarks for a fixed number of transactions after adequate cache warmup (see Ta-
ble 2.4). We scale scientific workloads from SPLASH-II benchmark suite [21] to run to
completion. We also include an experiment with synthetic random traffic to highlight key
performance/energy characteristics of AFC. We repeat all simulations multiple times to
account for statistical variations.
2.5 Results
Recall that, for the low-load applications, backpressureless networks are expected to
consume less power than the backpressured networks. In contrast, for high load applica-
tions backpressured networks are expected not only to consume less energy than backpres-
sureless networks but also to outperform backpressureless networks.
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Table 2.3
Workloads: description and characteristics
Commercial Workloads
Apache: version 2.2.9, a static web server workload with repository of 20,000
files (˜500 MB). SURGE is used to generate web requests by simulating 4500
clients, each with 25ms think time between requests. Inj. Rate = 0.78
Online Transaction Processing (OLTP): models database transactions of a
wholesale parts supplier. We use PostgreSQL 8.3.7 database system and DBT-
2 test suite which implements TPC-C benchmark. We reduced number of items
and districts per warehouse and customers per district to allow a larger number
of warehouse. We use a database of 25,000 warehouses (˜5GB). We simulate
300 concurrent database connections. Inj. Rate = 0.68
SPECjbb: version 2005, Java-based 3-tier client/server system workload with
emphasis on the middle tier. Java server VB version 1.5 with parallel garbage
collection. We simulate a system with 90 warehouses. Inj. Rate = 0.77
SPLASH-2 Workloads
Barnes: implements the Barnes-Hut method to simulate an N-body problem.
We use 8 threads with a problem size of 512 particles. Inj. Rate = 0.1
Ocean: simulates ocean movements based on eddy and boundary currents with
contiguous partitions to enhance data locality. We use 8 threads with a problem
size of 34x34 grid. Inj. Rate = 0.19
Water-nsquared (Water): simulates water molecules by solving Newtonian
equations using a predictor-corrector method in each time step. We use 8




Simulation parameters for commercial workloads
Workload System Warmup Cache Warmup Measurement
(transactions) (transactions) (transactions)
Apache 2 million 20,000 600
OLTP 0.1 million 5,000 50
SPECjbb 1 million 50,000 3,000
2.5.1 Performance and Energy
Recall, AFC’s key goal is to match the performance and energy of the better flow con-
trol mechanism at both low and high network loads. The four figures in Figure 2.2 plot the
normalized performance (left) and network energy (right) at low loads (top) and high loads
(bottom). For the performance graphs, higher is better and for the energy graphs, lower is
better. Each graph includes the set of benchmarks (groups of bars) on the X-axis with the
appropriate metric (performance or energy) on the Y-axis. The Y-axis numbers are normal-
ized to that of the baseline backpressured network. Three of the bars within each group
correspond to the three flow-control mechanisms being compared. We also show one other
comparison. AFC combines mechanisms for adaptively switching between flow-control
modes as well as mechanisms for optimizing the flit-by-flit backpressured mode with lazy
VC allocation. To isolate the effects of the two sets of mechanisms, we include an AFC
router which is always in the backpressured mode (called “AFC always-backpressured”).
Finally, rather than compare AFC against the each of the many proposed buffer energy
optimizations, we show a packet-based router in which all buffer dynamic energy is elim-
inated (called “Backpressured ideal-bypass”). This serves as a lower bound on energy for
techniques that elide buffer reads (but not writes) [3] as well as those that elide a fraction
of both buffer reads and writes (Express virtual channels [4]). We show this bound only






































































































































































(c) Performance (high load) (d) Network energy (high load)
Fig. 2.2. Demonstrating performance and energy robustness with low and
high load benchmarks
the geometric mean (rightmost bars). The variance bars indicate the standard deviation of
multiple runs of the benchmark.
We make four key observations. First, at low loads, flow control has no meaningful
impact on performance (see Figure 2.2(a)). This is not surprising given our expectation
that lack of contention implies that there is little misrouting in backpressureless routing.
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AFC, which operates in backpressureless mode at low loads achieves similar performance.
The backpressured router and AFC’s always-backpressured router are also similar in per-
formance.
Second, flow control does have a big impact on energy (see Figure 2.2(b)). Backpres-
sureless, which eliminates buffers and thus, all buffer energy, consumes the least energy.
AFC, which is largely in backpressureless mode, achieves within 9% of backpressureless.
This gap mostly comes from our assumption that power-gating the buffers eliminates only
90% of their static power. The basic backpressured router, without any buffer energy op-
timizations, is the most energy consuming (42% more than backpressureless). More in-
terestingly, even backpressured-ideal-bypass, where all dynamic buffer energy is elided,
is significantly worse (32%) than backpressureless. This result strengthens the argument
that dynamic buffer power optimizations have fundamental limitations at low loads, where
static power dominates. Further, the skew in favor of static power will only worsen as we
move to future technology generations.
Third, at high loads, backpressureless routing suffers a significant degradation in per-
formance relative to backpressured routing (19% on average, see Figure 2.2(c)). This
degradation is due to excessive misrouting. AFC, which is largely in the backpressured
mode, achieves comparable performance (within 2%). Not surprisingly, AFC-always-
backpressured is also very similar. Note that the backpressured router, which assumes
a fixed 2-cycle pipeline with 0-cycle VCA subsumes previous pipeline optimizations for
backpressured routers (Section 2.2).
Fourth, on the energy front, the behavior in terms of performance is mirrored in energy.
Backpressureless, which has the worst performance, also dissipates the most energy, being
35% higher than backpressured, which is the least-energy configuration. In contrast, AFC
incurs a modest energy overhead (2% on average, 3% worst-case) compared to backpres-
sured.
In summary, AFCmatches the performance of better of both backpressureless and back-
pressured flow control at both high and low loads. It approaches the better of the two in













































































































(b) High load applications
Fig. 2.3. Network energy breakdown
non-adaptive backpressureless flow control incurs a 19% performance penalty and a 35%
energy penalty at high loads. Conversely, at low loads, non-adaptive backpressured flow
control incurs an energy penalty of 32% (on average) even with ideal buffer bypassing.
Energy breakdown Figure 2.3(a) and Figure 2.3(b) plot the normalized energy (normal-
ized to backpressured router’s energy, Y-axis) for our low load and high load benchmarks
(X-axis), respectively. Each flow-control mechanism (bars within group) is shown for each
benchmark. Further, the overall network energy is shown partitioned into buffer energy,
link energy and other router energy (which includes crossbar energy and arbiter energy).
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For low-load applications (Figure 2.3(a)), all three benchmarks exhibit largely similar
energy profiles. The breakdown for backpressured routers indicates that buffer energy is
significant, even in the case with the smallest proportion of buffer energy (ocean). In
contrast, backpressureless routers eliminate all buffer energy for a modest increase in link
energy. Because AFC largely stays in backpressureless mode, it too eliminates most buffer
energy. Finally, though AFC-always-backpressured reduces some buffer energy because
it uses half as much buffer space as the backpressured router, buffer energy remains a
significant fraction.
On the other hand, at high loads, backpressured mode achieves the lowest energy across
all benchmarks. Backpressureless routers incur a significant link energy penalty due to
excessive misrouting as mentioned before. There is little difference between AFC and
AFC-always-backpressured because AFC largely stays in the backpressured mode. We
observe that the overall energy penalty of AFC (relative to backpressured) is the difference
between increased link energy (due to wider flits) and reduced buffer energy (due to lazy
VC allocation).
Mode duty cycle and spatial variation We measured the fraction of time spent by AFC
in the two modes for all our workloads. Four of the six benchmarks were uniformly high
or low load without any variation in time. Figure 2.4 illustrates the fraction of time spent
in the two modes (Y-axis, %) by the nine routers (X-axis, bars) in our network for one low-
load application (barnes, top set of bars) and for one high-load application (apache, bottom
set of bars). The routers are predominantly in the backpressureless mode for the low-load
application and predominantly in the backpressured mode for the high load application.
These results validate our local contention thresholds. Figure 2.4 contains one artifact from
our simulation environment; there was a load imbalance with node 0 being more heavily
loaded and node 8 (in the diagonally opposite corner) being lightly loaded because of added
OS activity on processor 0. The artifact is visible in both applications. For apache, node
8 spends more time in backpressureless mode because its traffic intensity was less. For











































































































Fig. 2.4. Modes of operation
Interestingly, although our runs did not see any gossip-induced mode-switches, we did
see them in an open-loop network experiment which created hotspots. Recall, gossip-
induced mode switch is required for correctness and is therefore justified even if our runs
do not exercise it. The lack of gossip-induced mode switching in our runs indicates that
either transient hot spots did not develop because the network load was uniform, or if any
transient hot spots developed, they were tolerated by the “scalpel” (Section 2.3.4) wherein
adjacent routers did not see any backpressure that would have forced them to switch modes
(i.e., the hot-spot would spread).
2.5.2 Open-loop Evaluation
Simulating spatial variation Because of the near-perfect spatial uniformity of load in
our runs, we used synthetic traffic with open-loop simulation to simulate spatial load varia-
tion. The configuration is designed to mimic a consolidation workload in an 8x8 multicore
in which a different application runs in each quadrant. One quadrant of the network injected

























Fig. 2.5. Open Loop Performance
ets at fixed low rates (0.1 flits/node/cycle). The destinations were chosen such that traffic
injected in a quadrant stayed within the quadrant (except possibly due to misrouting).
In the absence of variation, AFC can only approach the best of either backpressured or
backpressureless routers. However, with the spatial variation described above, AFCwas the
best energy configuration because neither backpressured (9% more energy than AFC) nor
backpressureless (30%more energy than AFC) flow control was robust in handling the load
variation. We also observed that (1) backpressured and AFC achieved 33% lower latencies
than backpressureless in the high-load quadrant, and (2) the high-load quadrant had an
adverse impact on a neighboring low-load quadrant’s latencies because of misrouting.
Open-loop evaluation for uniform traffic Figure 2.5 plots the latency/bandwidth char-
acteristics of a 3x3 mesh network (identical to the configuration used in our full-system
simulator) in an open loop simulation. Nodes inject uniform random traffic at various in-
jection rates. Figure 2.5 plots the achieved throughput (X-axis) and latency (Y-axis). The
latency includes queuing delays. The results revealed that (1) all flow-control techniques
achieve similar latencies at low loads (2) AFC and backpressured networks achieve near
identical saturation throughput (whereas backpressureless saturates at lower offered loads).
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2.6 Related Work
There is a rich body of work on each of the two flow control mechanisms. Deflec-
tion routing, first proposed in [8], has seen several variants implemented in real machines
and in research prototypes [7, 22–24]. Deflection routing has also been studied exten-
sively [25, 26]. More recently, researchers have refocused on deflection routing as an at-
tractive option for energy-constrained on-chip networks [5, 27–29]. All the above variants
of deflection-based routing either drop packets or suffer from high latencies at saturation
(which is typically at lower loads than with backpressured routers). In contrast, AFC adap-
tively changes the flow-control to enable backpressured mode of operation.
Similarly, there has been extensive research on backpressured networks with credit-
based flow control. Since our focus is on optimizing energy and latency in backpressured
networks at low loads, we discuss only the work relevant to those goals. For example,
Wang et al.propose a technique to bypass buffer-reads under low loads when there is only
one flit in the buffer [3]. While such techniques do help reduce dynamic energy, they are
not as energy efficient as eliminating all buffer dynamic energy and most static energy (us-
ing power-gating) as in the backpressureless mode of AFC, even at low loads. There have
been techniques proposed to target leakage power of buffers by placing buffers in inac-
tive modes [30]. In general, they require fine-grained (flit-by-flit) power-gating which may
be unviable, especially given our small buffers. Techniques that speculatively overlap key
pipeline stages (e.g., VC allocation and switch arbitration in [11]) attempt to avoid the
latency penalty of a backpressured-router’s pipeline stages at low loads. Our lazy alloca-
tion goes one step further and removes the dependence between VC allocation and switch
allocation.
While single-cycle routers have been proposed [6, 31], they will likely need a slow
clock to accommodate both switch arbitration and switch traversal. For example, the router
in [31] employs speculative switch arbitration in parallel with switch traversal. However,
the router design assumes that mis-speculations can be caught and recovered-from in the
same cycle. Effectively, this assumption implies that the router can ensure a conflict-free
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switch arbitration and switch traversal in the same cycle. In the case of SCARAB [6],
switch arbitration and switch traversal are non-speculative and must fit in a clock cycle.
2.7 Summary
As the microprocessor industry packs more cores into a chip, multi-hop interconnection
networks are likely to be used as the on-chip communication fabric. Network performance
has a direct impact on overall system performance. In turn, flow-control mechanisms have
a first-order impact on the performance and energy of networks. Two widely-studied flow-
control mechanisms – credit-based backpressured flow control and backpressureless deflec-
tion flow control – have their own particular network load “sweet spots” where they operate
well. Unfortunately, they incur significant performance/energy penalties at loads outside
their sweet spots. For example, backpressureless networks achieve low energy at low net-
work loads, but suffer from excessive misrouting at high loads, which leads to poor per-
formance and energy. Similarly, backpressured networks are energy-efficient and achieve
high throughputs at high network loads that backpressureless networks cannot reach. How-
ever, backpressured routers incur a energy penalty at low loads. If network loads for real
applications were predominantly in either high- or low-load region, one of the flow control
mechanisms would suffice. Unfortunately, workload characteristics are not limited to the
“sweet spot” region of any single flow control mechanism.
We propose Adaptive Flow Control (AFC) – a robust flow control mechanism with a
wide sweet spot that spans high and low loads. AFC routers operate in backpressureless
mode at low loads and as backpressured routers at high loads. Consequently, AFC avoids
the significant energy/performance penalties that each of the two flow-control policies in-
cur when operating outside their sweet spots. Evaluation with a suite of multi-threaded
commercial and scientific/engineering workloads reveals that AFC’s performance and en-
ergy are close to those of the better of backpressured and backpressureless routers. As the
number of cores continues to scale, and as the mix of applications grows more diverse,
AFC’s performance and energy robustness will be increasingly important.
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3. SELECTIVE COMMITMENT AND SELECTIVE MARGIN:
TECHNIQUES TO MINIMIZE COST IN AN IAAS CLOUD
3.1 Introduction
In the pre-cloud world, server operators had to either incur the cost of provisioning
for the peak-demand (or near-peak demand, if some modest dilution in server response
time was acceptable [32]) or incur the cost of excessive degradation in response time. The
emergence of commercially-available Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud computing
vendors such as Amazon EC2 has enabled a more elastic provisioning approach wherein
on-demand computational resources can be “rented” at very short notice. Armbrust et al.
provide an expanded overview of such tradeoffs in their white paper on cloud comput-
ing [33].
The cost-advantage of cloud-computing for episodic computation demands (e.g., one-
time document digitization, hosting sites covering major sporting events) is well-understood;
users with such one-time demands can avoid capital expenditure and instead utilize their fi-
nancial resources solely for operational expenses. In contrast, the case for cloud computing
for ongoing, day-to-day operations with long time horizons is less clear. There are many
factors that may hinder cloud adoption, as described in [33]. This chapter focuses on one
important factor – costs incurred by the potential cloud user. The goal of this chapter is
to lower the cost of operating ongoing day-to-day computation in the cloud. Specifically,
there are two key factors that affect cost. First, even though broad trends in load variation
may be predictable (e.g., the diurnal/weekly patterns), prediction models are not perfect.
Because a prediction model can underprovision servers, operators are forced to maintain a
margin – a pool of servers beyond the expected load – which adds to the “true” cost (which
is the cost if loads are known a priori without any uncertainty). Minimizing such margin
cost is important. One may think that starting on-demand machine instances reactively
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avoids the margin requirement because servers may be started whenever the load exceeds
existing server capacity. However, such a reactive approach is not a viable option because
IaaS vendors provide weak guarantees of launch time. For example, Amazon EC2 says
that it “typically takes less than 10 minutes” for instances to begin their boot sequences
(as listed at [34], observed on October 7th 2011). As such, relying on reactively launching
servers to handle surging load will result in minutes of underprovisioning – an unacceptable
outcome.
Second, cloud vendors such as Amazon EC2 offer services at various commitment
levels. For example, at the lowest commitment level, there are on-demand instances in
which machine instances are acquired on an hourly basis with no longer-term commitment
at all. At higher levels, there are the “reserved instances” wherein the user may pay an
upfront fixed cost to ensure discounted hourly pricing for various durations (e.g., 1 year, 3
years). Minimizing cost by acquiring machine instances at the cost-optimal commitment
level for loads is also an important challenge.
This chapter makes two key contributions to reduce both the above costs for cloud users.
My first contribution is a technique to determine margins in such a way that margin costs are
minimized under a given load volatility model. The technique has two innovations based
on two observations I made in the request traces of real workloads. First, I observed that the
margin requirements vary by load-level. Unlike traditional load-oblivious margin mecha-
nisms which use some fixed arithmetic transformation on the load to compute margins (e.g.,
translation with a fixed offset for constant margins, scaling with a fixed ratio for linear mar-
gins), my ShrinkWrap technique uses a table-lookup to provide selective, load-dependent
margins. ShrinkWrap reduces wasted margins by avoiding the one-size-fits-all approach
(i.e., using the same absolute-margin/margin-ratio across all loads) My second observation
was driven by the fact that systems typically have some “tolerance” – the fraction of time
where response time targets may not be met. I observe that the way in which the tolerance
budget is expended affects cost because using the tolerance at some loads may result in
more cost savings than at other loads. I develop a dynamic programming algorithm to opti-
mally expend the tolerance budget to achieve maximum margin cost savings. By including
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my optimal tolerance expenditure algorithm with ShrinkWrap I get ShrinkWrap-opt.
My second contribution addresses the true costs of serving requests by selectively varying
commitment levels. I demonstrate that commitment straddling – the selective use
of reserved servers in conjunction with on-demand servers is fundamentally necessary to
minimize cost, while meeting performance requirements. To understand why such com-
mitment straddling is cost-optimal, I may conceptually view variation of loads as inducing
varying utilization in a collection of servers with some servers being heavily loaded and
others being lightly loaded. Combining such variation in utilization with the well-known
notion that reserved instances are less expensive than on-demand instances when high uti-
lization is expected (say, utilization beyond a break-even ratio), I can divide the servers into
two classes – those with higher utilization than the break-even ratio and those with lower
utilization than the break-even ratio. Naturally, the optimal cost configuration will employ
reserved servers for the first class and on-demand servers for the second class. I show
that cost-optimal commitment straddling can be computed if one knows the load frequency
distribution. Intuitively, one may think that commitment straddling is the equivalent of
using reserved instances for the average load and on-demand instances for the peak load.
However, my precise analysis provides a stronger result. For example, my results show
that it takes a grossly underutilized workload (with more than 50% idle-time), for an all-
on-demand configuration to be the cost-optimal. Similarly, it takes a workload where the
peak load is sustained for nearly 50% of the time for the all-reserved configuration to be
cost-optimal.
Both the above optimal cost techniques assume, in their proofs of optimality, that (1)
workloads have known statistical behavior (frequency distributions), and that (2) the cloud
model is ideal (fine-grained rental granularity). The first assumption is reasonable because
(a) workloads behaviors indeed have stable statistical behavior, and (b) it is impossible
to optimize for an unknown workload. My second assumption is needed to simplify the
analysis. However, evaluation using practical (i.e., non-ideal) conditions reveals signif-
icant cost reductions from each of the two techniques, individually and in combination.
My techniques can save between 12% and 29% in cost (21% on average) while satisfying
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response-time targets for a range of real server traces. Specifically, I show that a 14.5%
cost saving is possible for one of the world’s top ten Websites (Wikimedia).
In summary, the two primary contributions of this work are:
• I develop ShrinkWrap-opt, which combines two new techniques to achieve opti-
mal margin cost for a given statistical model of load-volatility. First, ShrinkWrap
reduces wasted margin costs by using load-dependent margins instead of fixed, load-
oblivious margins. Second, my dynamic programming approach provides an optimal
solution to the problem of exploiting quality-of-service tolerance to minimize costs
in ShrinkWrap-opt.
• I show that optimal commitment straddling – the combined use of reserved
machines to serve part of the load and on-demand machines to serve the remainder
of the load so as to minimize cost – is possible if the load frequency distribution is
known.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 defines terms used in the
rest of the chapter. Section 3.3 describes the margin savings via ShrinkWrap-opt. Sec-
tion 3.4 discusses true-cost minimization via straddling. Section 3.5 describes my evalua-
tion methodology. Section 3.6 discusses experimental results. Related work is described in
Section 3.7. Section 3.8 offers a brief discussion on possible extensions and limitations of
my approach. Finally, Section 3.9 concludes this chapter.
3.2 Terminology
I refer to a virtual machine instance in the cloud as a machine or a server. I refer to
machines where the user assumes the fixed-cost risk (by using reserved instances in the
cloud) as reserved machines. I refer to on-demand machine instances where the user only
pays for machine-hours that are used as on-demand machines. I use lower case c with
the appropriate subscripts to denote hourly costs and upper case C with the appropriate
subscript to denote aggregate costs over the duration of a workload.
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The hourly costs of an active on-demand machine instance and an active reserved ma-
chine instance are cod and crs respectively. Because the cloud vendor assumes underutiliza-
tion risk for on-demand machines, the cod is always higher than crs. I refer to the difference
between the on-demand cost and reserved cost as the on-demand premium (= cod  crs).
The existence of the on-demand premium does not imply that reserved machines are
always better than on-demand machines because unlike cod , which is charged only when
machines are rented (and the machines are rented only when they are to be used), the
fixed part of crs is incurred regardless of whether the machine is actively used or not. To
incorporate the above notion, the hourly cost for an active reserved machine crs may be
broken down to two components: hourly operational cost cop and hourly fixed cost c f ix
(i.e., crs = cop+ c f ix). The distinction between fixed costs and operational costs becomes
relevant when I shut down a reserved instance when not in use. For such cases, I charge
the fixed cost but not the operational cost. The terms and their meanings are summarized
in Table 3.1. Further, Table 3.3 includes the pricing values for Amazon EC2 for the various
terms in dollars-per-hour for an extra-large machine instance, assuming a 1-year commit-
ment on October 7th, 2011. The hourly fixed cost is computed by dividing the dollar-cost
of the machine reservation by the number of hours in a year.
Table 3.1
Notations of costs and usage for cloud instances
Symbol Description
cod hourly cost of an on-demand instance
crs hourly cost of an active reserved instance; crs = c f ix+ cop
c f ix hourly fixed cost of a reserved instance
cop hourly operational cost of a reserved instance
Crs aggregate cost of all-reserved configuration
Cod aggregate cost of all-on-demand configuration
f utilization ratio of a server
f0 break-even utilization ratio
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The configuration with only on-demand machines is referred to as the all-on-demand
configuration and its aggregate cost is represented by Cod . Similarly, the configuration
which uses only reserved-machines is referred to as the all-reserved configuration and
its aggregate cost is represented by Crs. I focus solely on computing costs because it re-
mains a barrier to cloud adoption; disk and network bandwidth costs are already more
attractive in the cloud [33].
Model of Operation. I assume that requests must be satisfied within a target response
time. The precise model I use to relate load, response time, and number of machines
is described in detail in Section 3.5 and is not important for the exposition of my ideas.
For now, it is sufficient to assume that the number of machines needed is monotonic with
respect to load (i.e., heavier loads need more machines). Because there is some monotonic
mapping from load to the number of machines needed to satisfy that load within its response
time, I often specify loads in terms of machine units. For example, I use the phrase “a load
of n machines” to mean the server load (in terms of requests per unit time) that can be
served by n machines while satisfying the target response time.
3.3 Mitigating Margin Costs
This section addresses margin costs, which arise due to uncertainty about load varia-
tion. While nominal load prediction using various techniques have been proposed [35,36],
there is typically an error distribution around the predicted values because of the unpre-
dictable nature of fine-grained load variations. Because of the possibility of underpredic-
tion, a common practice is to speculatively maintain a margin – a pool of servers beyond
the predicted number of servers that are available to handle underprediction. An obvious
tradeoff here is that larger margins maximize the probability of satisfying the target re-




My margin minimization techniques make the following three assumptions about the
model of the operation. First, I frame the problem of determining margins as the prob-
lem of determining the number of machines to keep active (ai+1) at the beginning of the
(i+ 1)th time interval given that I have some predicted load for the (i+ 1)th interval (say
pi+1). In general, pi+1 may depend on the prediction model used and on model-specific pa-
rameters which may in turn be dependent on parameters such as prior observed loads (say
mi, mi 1 etc.), the time-of-day, and so on. While my technique is orthogonal to the predic-
tion mechanism, I use an auto-regressive moving average model similar to those used in
prior literature for data-center load prediction [35]. Note, because the predicted number of
servers must be active at the beginning of the (i+1)th interval, and because the prediction
may require information from the end of ith interval, my model implicitly assumes instan-
taneous machine startup. (I incorporate realistic startup time in my evaluation). Second, I
assume that, for each predicted load-level, the distribution of prediction errors (i.e., differ-
ences of the actual load from the predicted load) can be accurately estimated. I refer to the
distribution as the error distribution and it serves as my model for load-dependent volatil-
ity. Note, knowledge of error distributions is necessary for any margin mechanism and is
not unique to my method. For example, one could not use a fixed margin without implicitly
assuming that the fixed margin covers the error distributions. Finally, maintaining margins
to satisfy all possible loads may be expensive and impractical. Just as it is undesirable to
provision machines for peak loads, it is also undesirable to provision margin machines for
peak volatility. Consequently, margin mechanisms typically provision margins to achieve
statistical quality of service (e.g., response time targets must be met 99% or 99.9% of the
time) under the assumed error distribution. I refer to the time intervals where the response
time need not be satisfied as the tolerance of the system. I define the satisfaction ratio to
be the fraction of time intervals where the response time target is met. For example, if the
satisfaction ratio requirement is 99%, the tolerance is 1%.
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Operationally, margin mechanisms serve two key functions. First, they determine the
number of machines needed in the interval (ai) based on the predicted load for that interval
(pi) and the expected volatility (i.e., error distribution).
The second function of margin mechanisms is to choose where the “tolerance budget”
is spent (i.e., the choice of when response time targets may be violated), which is implicitly
decided when ai is inadequate to serve the tail of the error distribution. Recall my key
observation that spending the tolerance budget uniformly may not yield the optimal margin
cost.
Figure 3.1 illustrates how margin mechanisms achieve the two functionalities. Fig-
ure 3.1 plots the absolute load (Y-axis) at various predicted loads (X-axis) for a simple
example. Each dot in a square (x,y) represents a time interval where the predicted load
is x while the actual load is y. Note that the prediction error is y  x, but I use the abso-
lute load y to show the error distribution in this figure. The error distribution for a given
(predicted) load x = L is represented by the range of possible values the load may take
(non-empty squares stacked along the Y-axis where x= L) and the frequency of those val-
ues (the number of dots in each square). The position of the dots within a square is not
meaningful. For example, the figure highlights the error distribution for a predicted load of
2 machines (x = 2). It shows that the probability that the actual load in the time interval
being 2 machines (four dots) is twice that of the load being 1 machine (two dots).
To contrast my approach with prior approaches, consider that I want to minimize margin
costs for the set of error distributions shown in Figure 3.1 with a tolerance of two time
intervals where I may violate the response time target. Prior work has proposed the use
of constant margins [37]. Such a fixed margin may be graphically interpreted as the line
ai = pi+ c shown in Figure 3.1. The line achieves both the functions by (1) assigning a
value for the margin (c= 2), and (2) omitting the two intervals that are to the top-left of the
line.
The choice of using uniform margins can cause significant wastage when the volatility
is non-uniform across loads. For example, in Figure 3.1, the margin of  1 machine is
adequate when the predicted load is 4 machines because the actual loads all lie at or below 3
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Fig. 3.1. Visualizing margin costs
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machines. However, the margin is forced to a higher value of 6 at a load value of 4 machines
because of the error distribution at other load levels. I wish to avoid such a one-size-fits-all
approach. My ShrinkWrap eliminates such wastage by setting the load-dependent margin
in an arbitrary, per-load manner by using a table lookup (i.e., ai = table[pi]) instead of
using less flexible approaches such as translation (i.e., ai = pi+ c for constant margins)
or other arithmetic transformation (e.g., scaling for linear margins ai = a pi). Using the
previous example with the predicted load of 4 servers and the margin of  1, 4+( 1) = 3
servers should be provisioned. Thus I insert 3 into table[4]. In general, for predicted
load pi, table[pi] holds pi +margin(pi), where margin(pi) is obtained by my dynamic
programming algorithm to be described later.
ShrinkWrap’s approach minimizes wasted margin costs because margins are cus-
tomized for each predicted load which enables a contour-hugging margin curve (as shown
in Figure 3.1(b). Note, in Figure 3.1(b), ShrinkWrap uses its tolerance budget in exactly
the same way as the fixed margin (FM) approach (i.e., the same two time intervals repre-
sented by two dots are left unserved).
While the above example motivates the use of load-dependent margins using a toy ex-
ample, the technique is driven by real world traces. Figure 3.2 illustrates the error distribu-
tion at two different load levels (load expressed as a range of machines, the two curves) for
theWikimediaWeb traces (described in Section 3.5) with error on the X-axis and frequency
on the Y-axis. As can be seen, the error distribution is not uniform across loads.
ShrinkWrap decouples the two functions of a margin mechanism. I may freely choose
where I truncate the tail of the error distribution (to exploit tolerance) and wrap the margin
curve around what remains. In the remainder of this section, I design a dynamic program-
ming algorithm to obtain optimal margin costs under the ShrinkWrap approach for a given
tolerance and for a given set of load-dependent error distributions. My algorithm achieves
optimal cost by using two mechanisms: (1) careful choice of where to expend the tolerance
budget and (2) use of the ShrinkWrap approach. The use of two different mechanisms
throws open an interesting question on the relative value of the two factors. Later, I answer





















Fig. 3.2. Dependence of margins on load level
3.3.2 Optimal Margin Minimization
Before proceeding to my margin minimization algorithm, I make two observations.
First, consider the cost savings that accrue by using tolerance. Consider the error distribu-
tion of load pi = 2 in Figure 3.1. To achieve 100% coverage, the number of machines ai
would have to be 5 machines to satisfy the maximum load possible. However, by choos-
ing not to satisfy the response time for the extreme end-point in the distribution, I can
set the ai for pi = 2 to be 4 (which is the next populated box). Thus, tolerance reduces
the margin for this particular predicted load by 1 machine. Further, because the margin
is used as many times as there are instances in the error distribution (eight, because there
are eight dots in the shaded region), the total cost savings equals 1⇥ 8 machine-intervals
(an occupancy metric similar to machine-hours). Machine-time is the metric my algorithm
minimizes. True costs will differ by some scaling values depending on whether the saved
machine-intervals were on-demand or reserved. With the above understanding of the cost
savings from tolerance, I can now define my optimization problem. Figure 3.1(c) illus-
trates the margins that achieve the optimal cost. Compared to Figure 3.1(b), where the cost




Symbols and definitions for optimial margins
Symbol Definition
L A vector to represent the unique predicted load levels.
L The length of the vector L.
Ni The vector of actual loads for L(i). The vector Ni is sorted
in ascending order of the values of the loads (in number of
machines).
Ni The length of vector Ni.
R The tolerance (in number of intervals).
I formally cast the margin minimization problem in terms of (a) the tolerance R and (b)
a collection of error distributions, i.e., the frequency distribution of prediction errors of load
levels for each unique predicted load level (which are represented in L and the collection
of L different Nis, See Table 3.2). Note that the distributions are expressed using discrete
counts rather than fractional probabilities.
To illustrate the above definitions with an example, I use the scenario shown in Fig-
ure 3.1. For that example, the vector of unique predicted load levels, L, is < 1,2,3,4,5>;
thus the length L is 5. The vector N2 for predicted load x = 2 (corresponding to the high-
lighted column in Fig 1) is < 1,1,2,2,2,2,4,5>.
I define a matrix P (my dynamic programming matrix) of dimensions L⇥R where L
and R are as defined above. I define P(i, j) as the maximum cost savings (compared to
a zero-tolerance design) when considering the first i unique loads and using a tolerance
of j time intervals. With this definition, the bottom-up computation implicit in dynamic
programming can be specified in terms of the initial conditions (to define the boundary
conditions) and the recurrence (to bootstrap solutions to bigger problems in terms of solu-
tions to smaller problems).
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For initialization, consider the first row of the P matrix. Because it deals with a single
error distribution, the cost savings for various tolerances is computed using a similar pro-
cess as described earlier in this section. In general, a tolerance of j implies I can afford to
lop off the top j elements in the error distribution of the first load (i.e., elements N1(N1)
through N1(N1  j+1)) and determine the number of machines based on what remains in
the distribution. Recall that the number of machines is also scaled by the number of time
intervals N1 to count savings over all N1 intervals.
The initializations corresponding to the above intuition are shown in Equations 3.1 and
3.2. There are two cases to handle the corner cases such as the tolerance exceeding the
number of intervals in the error distribution (second choice in Equation 3.1) and vice versa
(first choice in Equation 3.1 and all of Equation 3.2).
Initialization:
Case 1: N1  R
P(1, j) =
8<:[N1(N1) N1(N1  j)]⇥N1 where j < N1N1(N1)⇥N1 where N1  j  R (3.1)
Case 2: N1 > R
P(1, j) = [N1(N1) N1(N1  j)]⇥N1 (3.2)
To bootstrap solutions to bigger problem sizes, I note that the optimal solution for
arbitrary P(i, j) must necessarily be one of the following exhaustive set of possibilities.
The first possibility is that none of the tolerance budget is spent on Ni, which implies
that all of the tolerance is spent on the earlier error distributions (i.e., P(i  1, j)). The
second possibility is that exactly one interval of the tolerance budget is spent on Ni, which
implies that all-but-one of the tolerance is spent on the earlier next-load distributions (i.e.,
P(i  1, j  1)). And so on. The set of possibilities terminate when either I run out of
tolerance budget (i.e., j, as in Equation 3.3 or R as in Equation 3.5) or I run out of intervals
in the error distribution (i.e., Ni, as in Equation 3.4). Because I can evaluate the cost
savings from the known solutions for smaller problem sizes and from my knowledge of
how tolerance affects cost savings in a single error distribution, I can exhaustively compare
all choices to pick the optimal choice.
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Bootstrapping, for 2 i L:
Case 1: Ni  R
if j < Ni,








if Ni  j  R








Case 2: Ni > R








Once the recurrence computation is complete and the matrix P is fully populated, the
entry P(L,R) provides the maximum cost savings possible. Since I am interested in the
choice of time-intervals that are tolerated in the optimal cost configuration (and not only
in the cost savings from such a configuration), I must introduce auxiliary data-structures to
remember my optimal choices in the max operator. Because such auxiliary data structures
can be added in a fairly mechanical manner, I omit details thereof.
Complexity. The above algorithm must populate L⇥R elements performing a max-
imum of R computations per element. Therefore, the worst-case complexity is O(LR2).
Note that the R term introduces a pseudopolynomial element because the complexity is
expressed in terms of the value of R whereas the input R is provided in logR bits. However,
the practical values of R are small because R is typically 1% of time intervals. In practice,
the algorithm runs in seconds while analyzing fairly large distributions.
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3.4 Mitigating True Costs
Consider the well-known tradeoffs of reserved instances vs. on-demand instances. If
expected utilization is low, reserved instances incur unnecessary fixed costs for the entire
duration. However, on-demand achieves lower costs by paying a small premium to avoid
the fixed costs. In contrast, at high utilization, the on-demand premium is unnecessarily
incurred for the entire duration; making it more attractive to use reserved instances. There
exists a break-even utilization ratio where the cost of a reserved instance equals the cost of
an on-demand instance.
The above intuition can be quantified in the context of the utilization of a single server.
Consider an ideal case where machine startup/shutdown in the cloud is instantaneous. For
a server that is used for a fraction f of time, the aggregate cost of a reserved instance (Crs)
and an on-demand instance (Cod) are given by Crs = c f ix + cop⇥ f and Cod = cod ⇥ f ,
respectively. Equating Crs and Cod , I can solve for the break-even utilization ratio f0 as
f0 = c f ix/(cod   cop). At utilization ratios higher (lower) than f0, it is cheaper to use
a reserved (on-demand) machine instance. Note, for the Amazon EC2 pricing structure
shown in Table 3.3 f0 is approximately 0.47.
Optimizing true costs. Extending the above analysis to a collection of machines sub-
jected to varying loads, I make two observations. First, a collection of machines can be
imagined to have varying utilization by using the spatial variation view described in Sec-
tion 3.1. Consider an ordered collection of k machines<m1,m2,m3, . . .mk >. Imagine that
incoming server requests are routed in the specific machine order such that requests spill to
the machine mi only after all machines mj ( j < i) are at capacity1. Figure 3.3(a) illustrates
the application of the above model for an example load trace in which the curve plots the
load (Y-axis) over N discrete time intervals (X-axis). The load-allocation model discussed
above assumes that, in any interval, the machine i serves all requests corresponding to the
load in the semi-closed interval (i  1, i], because of which, the Y-values of the curve are
all integers. As shown in Figure 3.3(a), the utilization ratio ( fx) of an arbitrary xth machine
1This is purely an academic exercise. I will not use such strict machine-by-machine ordered load allocation
in practice.
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is the ratio of the sum of widths of the dark-shaded areas to the width of entire duration of
the trace (i.e., N). Note, the utilization of the ith machine is less than the utilization of the
jth machine if i> j because of the way the allocation model works; there cannot be a time
interval where the ith machine is utilized but jth machine is not.
Second, the utilization of the ith machine can also be interpreted as the fraction of time
for which the load is at least i machines. Graphically, an equivalent statement would be
to say that the height of the curve in the dark-shaded region in Figure 3.3(a) is at least i
which is obviously true. Consequently, a cumulative distribution that plots load levels (on
the X-axis) against the fraction of time intervals that meet or exceed that load level (on the
Y-axis) is equivalent to a curve that plots the utilization ratio (Y-axis) of the ith machine
(X-axis) under my load-allocation model. Figure 3.3(b) shows the load distribution (the
number of intervals with load x for each load level) of Figure 3.3(a); Figure 3.3(c) shows
the cumulative distribution. Such a CDF will start with a value of 1 at a load of zero
machines since obviously the entire duration has a load of zero or higher. Further the curve
is monotonically decreasing with an eventual value of zero beyond the maximum load.
Later in Section 3.5, I show the CDFs of real server traces.
The above two observations directly lead to the design of my optimal-cost commitment
straddling configuration. The first observation answers the question of what the optimal
cost configuration is. If the utilization of the ith machine is known, then the cost optimal
configuration is to reserve n machines such that the utilization of the nth machine is no less
than f0 (the break-even ratio) and the utilization of the (n+ 1)th machine is less than f0.
The load can then be served on reserved machine instances, to the extent possible and on
on-demand machines for loads that exceed the capacity of the reserved machines.
The second observation tells us how such an optimal-cost commitment straddling
configuration can be constructed in a practical way. The example in Figure 3.3 assumed
perfect knowledge of the future load levels to obtain the utilization curve. In contrast, the
equivalence of the CDF to the machine-utilization curve implies that I only need to know
the load frequency distribution of the future load to construct the utilization curve. I outline
















































































(c) CDF of load distributions
Fig. 3.3. True cost savings
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• Using the known model of load frequency distribution (as shown in Figure 3.3(b)),
construct the cumulative distribution function that maps load X to fraction of time
the load is expected to be at least X machines (as shown in Figure 3.3(c)).
• Let the point where the above curve intersects the horizontal line defined by y =
f0 be (xopt , f0). Recall, f0 is the break-even utilization ratio. A commitment
straddling configuration that reserves xopt machines and uses on-demand ma-
chines for the remainder is the optimal cost configuration. The proof is trivial from
my above discussion because, by my method of construction, all machines beyond
the xthopt machine have utilization lower than f0 and all the reserved xopt machines
have a utilization of at least f0. For brevity, I refer to the optimal-cost commit-
ment straddling configuration as the straddle configuration in the remainder of
this chapter.
One may draw the following conclusions from the above analysis. For Amazon EC2
cost parameters, the only way for an all-reserved configuration to be cost-optimal is
if the machine with the lowest-utilization achieves higher utilization than the break even
utilization ratio f0 = 0.47. This implies that the peak-load must be sustained for nearly half
the time for the all-reserved configuration to be cost-optimal. Similarly, the only way
for an all-on-demand configuration to be cost-optimal is if the machine with the highest-
utilization (i.e., m1 in my machine-by-machine load allocation strategy) has a utilization
ratio lower than f0 = 0.47. For Amazon EC2 cost parameters, this implies that a load must
have more than 53% idle time for the all-on-demand configuration to be cost-optimal.
Finally, I note that once the straddle configuration is finalized, there is no need to
allocate requests in a strict machine-by-machine order as assumed in the conceptual anal-
ysis. It is adequate if I make sure that incoming server requests are served on reserved
machines before being farmed out to on-demand machines. Within the reserved machines,
I may vary the load assignment based on other considerations such as wear-leveling, load
balance, and so on.
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Table 3.3
Amazon EC2 tariffs on October 7th, 2011
Symbol cod crs c f ix cop
Price ($/hr) 0.680 0.448 0.208 0.240
3.5 Experimental Methodology
I use an in-house trace-driven simulator that models a cloud vendor as seen by cloud
clients. My simulator assumes that on-demand machine instances can be started up in 10
minutes. This includes the queuing delay while a machine-startup request waits in the
cloud vendor’s request queue. As mentioned earlier, Amazon EC2 queue time guarantees
are indeed loosely specified as “typically under 10 minutes” [34]. Further, I mimic Amazon
EC2’s minimum rental granularity of one hour (except where specifically modified to study
the impact of rental granularity).
My simulator models the costs for on-demand and reserved machines based on Amazon
EC2 (see Table 3.3). Specifically, I use on-demand instance costs directly. I use the costs of
a “reserved instance” with a commitment period of 1-year for the reserved-machine. In both
cases, I use numbers from the “Extra large instance”. The reserved instance costs include an
up-front fixed cost which I converted to an hourly cost as described earlier in Section 3.2.
Based on the above decisions, my normalized cost/hr ratios for on-demand (cod), active
reserved (crs = c f ix+ cop), and inactive reserved machines (c f ix) were 1, 0.66, and 0.31,
respectively (see Table 3.1). My sensitivity studies (discussed briefly in Section 3.6.5)
reveal that varying the ratios does not significantly alter my results.
I use the Allen-Cunneen approximation formula [38, 39] for the GI/G/m model to
obtain the mean response time of the requests in each 10-minute interval of the traces. A
GI/G/m queue models an m-server queuing system serving requests with general arrival
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and service time distributions. In the Allen-Cunneen approximation, the mean response












whereW is the mean response time, µ is the mean service rate of a server, l is the mean
request arrival rate, r = lµm is the average utilization of a server, and m is the number of
servers available to serve the requests. Pm = r
m+1
2 for r  0.7 and Pm = r
m+r
2 for r > 0.7;
CA and CS are the coefficients of variation of request inter-arrival times and service times;
respectively.
All my traces (except for one, detailed in the next section) have at least the following
fields: requesting host, timestamp of the requesting arrival time, request URL, HTTP reply
code, and size (in bytes) of the the reply. Hence I can measure l and CA directly from the
traces. I assume the service time depends on the amount of requested data. For requests of
less than 100KB data, the service time is 3 ms; the service time then increases linearly with
a slope of 3 ms for every additional 100KB, and with a maximum of 6ms. The number of
requests for data larger than 200KB was extremely small in my traces. These assumptions
ensure that most requests (<200KB) can be served under my target response time, which
is fundamentally required for any feasible solution. I use the assumptions to compute CS.
In my experiments, I assume the target response time (target W ) is 6 ms, consistent with
[35, 37].
I use the formula (3.6) to analyze the traces for provisioning and to help evaluate the
performance of the provisioning policies in the experiments. First, in ShrinkWrap and
straddle I set W = 6ms to compute the number of servers required to satisfy a target
response time on a given load. Second, for every 10-minute interval in the simulation,
I use the formula to compute the response time (W ) in the past interval, where m is the
number of active servers during that time. Because my provisioning policies launch/shut
down servers every 10 minutes, m remains constant throughout a single interval. I record
if the target response time is less than 6 ms for a interval and report the percentage of all
intervals where the target was met.
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Table 3.4




Purdue 2010 156 0.0690
Clarknet [42] 1995 14 0.5148
NASA [42] 1995 62 0.1551
UCBerkeley [42] 1996 18 0.5656
Wikimedia [40] 2010 92 0.4567
Workloads and Configurations. I use five different traces (see Table 3.4) to drive
my simulator. I use two newer traces: one obtained from a subset of server logs of Pur-
due University’s College of Engineering website which includes the Web presence of 10+
academic departments (05/26/2010 thru 10/26/2010); and the other from Wikimedia group
of Websites for 3 months (06/15/2010 thru 09/15/2010). The Wikimedia trace is derived
from publicly-posted request statistics [40], in which aggregated load level (in requests per
second) over intervals of 10 minutes is reported in graphical format. Because my request
for raw data went unanswered, I extracted the data using graph-data interpretation software
(Engauge Digitizer v4.1 [41]). I estimate that errors are under 0.5% of true load levels.
I further modeled the coefficient of variation of inter-arrival times and the distribution of
requested data size after the most recent trace I have (Purdue). The three remaining traces
(Clarknet, UC Berkeley, NASA) are relatively old [42]. Because these older traces have
very low load which can be served on a very small number of modern servers, I scaled
the inter-arrival times uniformly to reach 60,000 requests per second, which is the average
load from theWikimedia trace. The relative load levels in the original traces are unaffected.
The request sizes were assumed to have the same distribution as in the original trace.
Figure 3.4 (similar to the cumulative distribution curves in Figure 3.3(c)) illustrates










































Fig. 3.4. CDF of load distribution of the Web traces
The curves plot true load distributions and assume no margin. The X-axis represents the
load relative to each trace’s peak load where peak load corresponds to 1. Thus the X-
axis cannot be compared across curves in an absolute sense. The Y-axis represents the
fraction of time when the load ratio is higher than x, where x = [0,1]. The horizontal line
of break-even ratio intersects a distribution curve at a point where the ratio indicates the
optimal number of machines divided by the maximum number of machines needed. In
my experiments, I compute either the fixed margin or my margin table and then add the
corresponding margins to the loads before applying the break-even ratio, while assuming
the ideal 10-minute granularity. Table 3.5 shows the number of reserved machines used
for each trace for FM and my ShrinkWrap-opt configurations. The numbers for FM are
consistently higher because FM needs higher margin and thus more number of machines.
Load Prediction. I use an autoregressive moving average model for workload predic-









ciet i+ et ,v (3.7)
where Yt 1...Yt p are previous output values, et ...et q are white noise disturbance values,
and ai and ci are parameters obtained from training the model with the traces. The pa-
rameters p and q are the orders of autoregressive and the order of moving average terms,
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Table 3.5







respectively. I use p= 4 and q= 2 in the experiments. Higher orders result in significantly
diminishing returns (i.e., little impact on prediction errors) for my traces. The load predic-
tor was trained for each trace with the same full trace. This is conservative because better
predictors need lesser margin. Using any less-trained predictor (i.e. less accurate) may
yield higher margin in the base case; thus increasing my opportunity.
3.6 Results
The primary results of my evaluation are as follows.
1. Margin-cost reduction: ShrinkWrap-opt is the best practical margin minimiza-
tion policy which achieves 38% lower margin costs.
2. True cost savings: The straddle configuration achieves, on average, 27% and
21% lower true cost than the all-reserved and all-on-demand configurations,
respectively, while achieving the same (or better) satisfaction ratios.
3. Taken together, the two techniques yield cost-reductions between 13% and 29%
(21% on average).
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3.6.1 Total Cost Savings
In this section, I evaluate the total cost savings assuming 1% tolerance. Figure 3.5
plots the total cost (Y-axis) for each of traces (and the geometric mean) assuming 1 hour
rental granularity (Figure 3.5(a)) and 10-minute rental granularity (Figure 3.5(b)). For each
trace, I include two subgroups of bars (one for FM and another for ShrinkWrap-opt) with
three bars in each subgroup (one each for the three commitment policies). Each bar is
subdivided into subbars to indicate true cost (the cost incurred by the fraction of servers
that were actively serving requests), margin cost (the cost of servers that were active, but
did not have requests to serve) and overheads (the cost of machines beyond the margin
which exist solely because they cannot be shutdown due to rental granularity).
The following four observations can be made from the graph. First, ShrinkWrap-opt
provides total cost savings over FM across all machine acquisition policies because mar-
gin costs are always incurred (either as unnecessary operational costs in reserved machines
or unnecessary rental costs in on-demand machines). However, in the remainder of this
section, I focus on the straddle policy because it minimizes true costs (as shown later).
Second, on average, ShrinkWrap-opt reduces the margin costs by 38% over FM in the
practical case with 1 hour rental granularity. With 10-minute rental granularity, the margin
cost reduction is 42%. Third, ShrinkWrap-opt increases the overhead in the 1 hour gran-
ularity configuration because it attempts to shut down machines more frequently than FM.
When these attempts fail because of minimum rental granularity, the machines contribute to
overhead costs by 7%. Effectively, the rental granularity prevents some of the efficiency of
ShrinkWrap-opt from translating to cost reductions. Finally, the incremental total cost
reduction of ShrinkWrap-opt over FM for straddle is 7%. The absolute total cost re-
duction of both straddle and ShrinkWrap-opt over the all-reserved configuration
with FM is 21%.
I have also evaluated ShrinkWrap-opt with 5% tolerance and seen reduced benefits
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Fig. 3.5. Total costs at 1% tolerance
3.6.2 Commitment Straddling
To focus on true costs, I assume that the loads can be perfectly predicted for all config-
urations, thus eliminating the need for margin costs.
Figure 3.6 plots the true cost (Y-axis) of each of the configurations (individual bars
within groups) normalized to that of the all-reserved configuration for each of the Web
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(b) 10-minute rental granularity
Fig. 3.6. True costs with commitment straddling
the 10 minute rental granularity (Figure 3.6(b)) cases. Further, each bar illustrates the
breakdown of on-demand costs and reserved costs (which is the sum of the two sub-bars –
fixed costs and operational costs). Conservatively, I let the all-reserved configuration
achieve a 99% satisfaction ratio whereas both all-on-demand and straddle achieve
100% coverage. In each graph, I include one additional group of bars for the geometric
mean across all Web traces.
From Figure 3.6(a) and Figure 3.6(b), I observe that straddle uniformly achieves
the least cost configuration across all traces and across the different rental granularities.
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With the 1-hr granularity, the true cost savings of the straddle configuration is 27%
and 21% over all-reserved and all-on-demand, respectively. With the 10 minute
rental granularity, the cost savings of straddle are 26% and 17% respectively. Note, in
this case, the 1-hr granularity hurts the base cases (all-reserved and all-on-demand)
more than my design. Consequently, my cost savings are higher with 1-hr granularity than
with 10 minute granularity.
3.6.3 Deconstructing ShrinkWrap-opt
Recall that ShrinkWrap-opt uses two independent techniques to reduce margin costs.
The basic ShrinkWrapmechanism uses table-lookup to obtain per-load-level margins and
the dynamic programming algorithm selects the least-cost way to expend the tolerance
budget. The two techniques can be decoupled by using arbitrary heuristics to decide where
to expend the tolerance. Once decided, the original SPORE mechanism can be used to
achieve the cost-savings of per-load-level margins.
Note, the typical context of using heuristics is because a problem is computationally
hard. In my context, the dynamic programming problem is not computationally hard (even
though there is a pseudopolynomial term in the complexity equation) for typical problems.
Rather, my purpose in examining heuristics is to isolate the relative benefits of the SPORE
mechanism from the optimal dynamic programming solution.
I examine three different heuristics: (1) random, which randomly selects intervals
where the tolerance budget may be spent, (2) max-swing, which selects the intervals which
represent the largest relative increase in the actual-load-to-predicted-load ratio, and (3)
greedy, which uses a greedy algorithm to successively choose time intervals which yield
the maximum cost savings.
Figure 3.7 plots the cost increase relative to ShrinkWrap-opt (Y-axis) of the three
heuristics (curves in figures) as I vary the tolerance (X-axis) for Clarknet (Figure 3.7(a))
and Wikimedia (Figure 3.7(b)). I use the all-on-demand configuration. As such, the
cost on the Y-axis is directly proportional to the machine-intervals used by the heuristics.
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Consistently, ShrinkWrap-opt achieves the lowest cost (i.e., all the curves stay above
the 1.0 value). The heuristics suffer significant cost increases when tolerance is high. But
at low tolerances, the greedy heuristic has a marginal cost penalty. Intuitively, that makes
sense because the greedy choices do have significant cost-savings. Further, with very little
tolerance, the total cost impact of making a sub-optimal decision is limited because of an
Amdahl’s law effect. The fact that even the random and max-swing heuristics suffer less
than 10% cost penalty indicates that at low tolerance, the advantage of using an optimal
algorithm is limited. This implies that ShrinkWrap’s table-lookup based technique con-
tributes more in the cost savings than the dynamic programming approach. However, there
is no reason to use heuristics instead of the optimal approach because (a) the execution
time to run the optimal algorithm is negligible and (b) the algorithm is not run frequently.
Finally I note that, although the heuristics get worse at higher tolerance, greedy degrades
more gracefully than the other two heuristics.
3.6.4 Imperfect Statistical Models
Both of my techniques leverage accurate statistical models such as load frequency
distribution (for commitment straddling) and error distributions (for ShrinkWrap-opt).
While developing such workload models is not the focus of my study (rather, my focus is
on leveraging such models to reduce costs), I conducted an experiment to study the im-
pact of inaccurate models. I used the distributions obtained from a partial trace and used
it as a predictor for the remainder of the trace. In the case of the Wikimedia trace, I cap-
tured 5% of cost improvement out of a maximum possible opportunity of 14.5%. My short
traces limited the accuracy of my models; however it serves as a lower-bound on the cost
reduction from my techniques.
3.6.5 Tolerance vs. Cost Tradeoffs
For ease of comparison, all earlier results in this section ensured that the satisfaction































































Fig. 3.7. Impact of heuristics
tolerance vs. cost tradeoffs to demonstrate how my techniques push the Pareto frontier in a
wider space of parameters. Figure 3.8 shows the variation in cost (X-axis) and satisfaction
ratio (Y-axis) for the Clarknet (Figure 3.8(a)) and Wikimedia (Figure 3.8(b)) traces. The
costs (X-axis values) are relative costs within each graph and are not comparable across
graphs. Each graph includes six point-clouds corresponding to the cross product of the
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machine-acquisition policies (all-reserved, all-on-demand, and straddle) and the
margin mechanisms (FM and ShrinkWrap-opt). Points closer to the top and left of the
graph are better because they are on the Pareto-frontier with respect to the tolerance/cost
tradeoff. The point-clouds were obtained by varying parameters such as tolerances, mar-
gins, the number of reserved-machines in the straddle configuration.
The following interesting trends are visible in the two graphs. First, the benefit of
each technique is clear. The straddle configurations are always better than the corre-
sponding all-reserved and all-on-demand configurations while keeping the margin
policy the same. Similarly, ShrinkWrap-opt helps push the Pareto frontier for each of
all-reserved, all-on-demand and straddle configurations.
Second, I observed one phenomenon rather consistently, which I call the outlier effect.
In comparing the FM and ShrinkWrap-opt versions I observed that there was a significant
gap in costs at high satisfaction ratios. That gap narrowed at around 95-97% satisfaction
ratios only to widen again at satisfaction ratios lower than 94%. This can be explained by
outlier load levels that are observed in a small fraction of points. The use of fixed margins to
cover such outliers imposes a high cost at high satisfaction ratios. However, once the outlier
effects are trimmed (i.e., at lower-satisfaction ratios) and the margins start coinciding with
the dense part of the load, any further reduction in margins causes steep drops of satisfaction
ratios, resulting in widening the gap with respect to ShrinkWrap-opt. ShrinkWrap-opt
avoids the cost penalties of the outlier effect by improving satisfaction ratios without the
steep increase in cost.
Finally, a comparison of Wikimedia and Clarknet shows that Wikimedia incurs rela-
tively less margin costs. The difference is because Wikimedia has lower short-term vari-
ance in loads.
The point-clouds seen in Figure 3.8 already serve as sensitivity studies for some pa-
rameters since they vary various parameters such as reserved-machines in straddle, sat-
isfaction ratios, and margins. In addition, I also conducted sensitivity studies varying other
parameters such as the relative ratios of reserved-cost to on-demand cost. Because the
results are qualitatively similar, I omit detailed results; instead observing that in the re-
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gion of my operation (varying the ratio from 0.6 to 0.8) the trends were as expected. The
gap with respect to all-on-demand decreases with increasing crs/cod ratio because re-


























































Fig. 3.8. Tolerance vs. cost tradeoff
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3.7 Related Work
There has been some work in predicting the demand of enterprise applications [35, 36]
by using various techniques including pattern recognition and feedback control theory. I
use one such prediction mechanism in our base case. Because perfect load prediction is
unlikely, the use of margins to handle prediction error is likely to remain. Also note that
our technique to reduce true costs via commitment straddling will remain useful even in
the unlikely event of perfect load prediction.
There are a number of techniques that target operational costs (with a focus on server
power, cooling power or some combination of the two) in data centers [32, 35, 37, 43–46].
At a high level, shutting idle servers down for power savings is similar in spirit to shutting
down machine instances to save cloud-user cost. Our comparison with the fixed-margin
configuration covers such techniques since it is similar to spatial subsetting [43] with the
auto-regressive moving-average model based load prediction [35] and a fixed margin sim-
ilar to SurgeGuard [37]. In addition, there is one key differences of my work with respect
to the above body of work. Data center workloads may have different characteristics than
an individual Web service because a data center represents an aggregate of several activi-
ties. Such aggregation has an effect of smoothing out the high-frequency surges, resulting
in slow-changing workloads. No such claim can be made about individual Web services
which do see significant load volatility (which results in margin cost).
Recent work by Hajjat et al. [47] examines ways to optimize the cost of migrating
enterprise computation to the cloud while bounding performance degradation. Unlike my
techniques, their model does not consider dynamic workloads. Bodik et al. [48] explore
practical automatic resource allocation in data centers by applying statistical machine learn-
ing techniques to performance modeling. Their techniques, which estimate the number of
machines required to serve the predicted workload, can be used in conjunction with my
work to achieve better resource provisioning.
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3.8 Discussion
One concern is how well my technique may adapt when the statistical properties of
a server workload changes. Such re-training must balance the twin concerns of (1) being
responsive to changes in behavior and (2) being resistant to glitches and noisy behavior. For
example, one simple approach is to place the margin minimization technique in a feedback
loop where margins for any given week can be computed using the error distribution of the
immediately prior N weeks.
Though this chapter talks about migrating server workloads to the cloud in their en-
tirety, the analysis can be easily modified for alternative situations where organizations
provision captive data centers for a base load2 and spill excess load to the public cloud.
One simple option is to subtract the base load and provision cloud resources only for the
excess load using my techniques to minimize margin/true costs. Another option is to treat
the private cloud as a “commitment level” with its own cost-structure and use my technique
to provision both the private cloud and the public cloud components.
One concern that my solution does not address is the “flash crowd” phenomenon –
unanticipated extreme load surges that are tied to specific popular events/phenomena which
attract widespread attention. While my technique handles bursty load behavior typical in
day-to-day operation, “flash crowds” must be handled separately because (a) the cost of
margins becomes very high if I attempt to handle such corner cases, and (2) no margin can
guarantee flash crowd resilience because, by definition, there is no upper limit on either
the load level or the rate of change of load in a flash crowd. Since this type of unexpected
spikes cannot be pro-actively handled without massive over-provisioning, reactive, large-
scale rampup has to be used. Depending on the system rampup time of the cloud services,
some requests will inevitably be denied until new servers are launched. However, without
the elasticity of the cloud, even the large-scale reactive rampup would not be possible.
2The motivation for a private cloud may be a combination of multiple factors such as (1) performance due to
proximity to users, (2) cost, (3) privacy and security policies. I are only concerned with how such a private
cloud affects the load that spills to the public cloud.
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Another case where the system rampup time matters is when the datacenter encounters
local meltdown. Such case, similar to the flash crowd, can only be handled reactively. How-
ever, cloud users are usually isolated from these problems because cloud vendors handle
them. For example, The Amazon EC2 SLA commits a 99.95% availability for each re-
gion. Reactively launching new servers in another datacenter upon unexpected shutdowns
is reasonable because the probability of such events is low (0.05%).
3.9 Summary
Cost remains a significant barrier for adoption of cloud computing for ongoing comput-
ing operations (as opposed to episodic computing demands). IaaS cloud operations incur
two types of costs when serving variable workloads. They incur margin costs to handle
uncertainty of load and also true costs to serve requests. This chapter addresses both costs
optimally, given statistical properties of the workload.
To address margin costs, I develop ShrinkWrap-opt, which combines two key inno-
vations. First, based on my observation that margin requirements differ according to load,
ShrinkWrap avoids the one-size-fits-all approach to margins and instead uses selective,
load-dependent margins, thus reducing wastage. Second, I develop a dynamic program-
ming algorithm that optimally “spends” its tolerance budget to minimize margin costs.
To address true costs, I exploit the various commitment levels offered by cloud vendors
to show that the optimal cost configuration requires commitment straddling – which is the
selective use of both reserved and on-demand servers.
While the proof of optimality of both the above techniques are valid only under ideal
conditions, the techniques do work well in practical conditions. Simulations using real
workload traces and real cloud pricing models (Amazon EC2) reveal that combining the
two techniques yields 21% cost savings (on average) compared to the baseline configura-
tions. Specifically, my results show that as much as 14.5% cost reduction is possible for
Wikimedia.
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4. UNDERSTANDING AND MITIGATING THE IMPACT OF LOAD
IMBALANCE IN THE MEMORY CACHING TIER
4.1 Introduction
The use of a memory-caching tier between the web/business-logic tiers and the storage
tier is increasingly common because of the significant performance advantages it offers.
Memcached [49], in particular, is a widely-used distributed memory cache design. It is
a key component of the infrastructure at Facebook, Youtube, and Zynga, among others.
Facebook attributes a 10X performance improvement to the use of a memcached based
caching tier [50]. Cloud platforms such as Amazon Web Services and Google App Engine
also offer APIs for memcached services.
At a high level, memcached offers a basic key-value caching architecture. Within each
server, the memcached implements a simple in-memory hash-table. Pools of memcached
servers serve large key-spaces by sharding the key space. As a consequence of this archi-
tecture, any access proceeds as a two stage lookup. The first stage uses hashing to identify
the server, and the second stage uses traditional hash-table lookup in memory. Ideally, one
wants the load across the memcached servers to be balanced. However, I show later in
Section 4.2 that, primarily because of non-uniformities in key popularity, there is signifi-
cant load imbalance across the servers of a memcached pool. The load imbalance causes
significant degradation in tail latency (e.g., latency of the 90th%ile lookup). Because a sin-
gle page-rendering request at the application level leads to fetching of hundreds of objects
(as reported by Facebook [51]), increasing tail latency directly impacts application level
performance. Finally, I note that addressing the tail latency is not amenable to easy solu-
tions. For example, increasing the number of servers linearly improves average load per
server. However, the impact on tail latency is not as significant especially if there is load
imbalance because of differences in key popularity. (Moreover, expanding the size of a
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memcached pool is not always an option as the increased “fanout” worsens the problem of
incast congestion [51].)
This chapter addresses the challenge of improving load balance in the memory caching
tier. To that end, I design and develop an augmented variant of memcached called SPORE
to proactively balance load among memcached servers via Self-adapting POpularity-based
REplication (SPORE). SPORE achieves either better performance with the same number of
servers or the same performance with fewer servers. Prior work has examined techniques
to reduce the load on the memcached layer by caching the most popular keys [52]. Such
load reduction does not obviate the need for balancing the remaining load which will still
have significant popularity disparity across keys.
My design goals for SPORE are threefold: First, preserving the simple architecture of
memcached, wherein each server is a standalone server is an important goal. It is not my
goal to develop a complicated distributed system that achieves global load balancing via
global coordination as that would destroy the ease-of-use, maintainability, and scalability
of memcached. Second, I wish to achieve better load balance while at minimal space and
performance overheads in order to preserve performance benefits. Finally, I wish to offer
the same consistency as memcached.
I satisfy the first design goal by allowing each server to identify and replicate popular
key-value tuples individually and using a technique called reactive internal key renaming
(RIKR) for key-to-server mapping. This enables the server and the clients to locate replicas
by convention, rather than by explicit communication. A popular key-value tuple <k,v>
is said to be renamed if a client/server can map another key k0 to a server s0 and access
the same tuple <k,v> there. Because the key-server mapping is achieved by hashing, the
renamed key k0 will likely be mapped to a server s0 that is different from the server that key
k was originally mapped to, provided the cluster of servers is reasonably large. As long as
the server and the clients are pre-configured to rename a key using the same method, no
additional communication and/or a central proxy is required for finding the location of a
replica. Note that this renamed key k0 is never used in the client-server communication, nor
exposed externally to the backend store and to the external clients.
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I maximize load balance at minimal overheads by identifying what, when, and where
to replicate through sampling and selective hotspot triggering mechanisms. Each SPORE
server uses sampling to selectively and adaptively identify popular tuples to replicate. Sam-
pling not only filters out noise (accesses to unpopular keys) but also avoids extra bookkeep-
ing for every request. My technique achieves the same performance as an impractical vari-
ant of SPORE with perfect knowledge of key popularity and read/write ratios. Furthermore,
I use a hotspot-triggering mechanism to activate sampling and replication only on heavily
loaded servers. This allows SPORE to achieve better load balance, without global coordina-
tion, by relieving the load at the hotspots through replication and preventing unnecessary
replication (and bookkeeping overhead) at lightly-loaded servers. Therefore, SPORE does
not need to rely on keeping a high number of replicas (i.e. high overhead) to achieve the
same level of load balance.
Finally, the consistency offered by memcached pool depends on the context. Seen as
a standalone system (i.e., with no underlying persistent store), memcached offers lineariz-
ability when there are no server failures. Such a strong consistency is possible because
in the absence of any memcached replication, writes to a single copy in memcached are
inherently atomic. However, this view of memcached as a standalone system is not mean-
ingful as server failures are not uncommon and such failures can cause data loss. More
importantly, as part of a system where a memcached pool caches tuples from an underlying
persistent datastore, only eventual consistency can be guaranteed because writing atomi-
cally to the memcached and the underlying datastore is not practical.
I develop my system, SPORE, to match the consistency of a practical memcached sys-
tem. I exploit the fact that writes are non-atomic anyway, and choose not to enforce atomic
writes within a pool across the replicas that SPORE creates. Such non-atomic writes can
cause stale values to be returned; however, (1) this is no weaker than traditional mem-
cached, because of non-atomic writes across memcached and the datastore and (2) SPORE
offers time bounds beyond which SPORE’s replicas are guaranteed to be current. Nonethe-
less, SPORE’s performance benefits do not fundamentally depend on relaxing write atom-
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icity. I demonstrate this with a standalone-equivalent variant (SE-SPORE) which enforces
atomic writes across the replicas that SPORE creates.
I evaluate the performance of my implementation of SPORE on a wimpy node testbed as
well as on a larger-scale Amazon EC2 cluster. Results show that the SPORE, with 12 nodes,
achieves the same performance (throughput improvement at the same 90th %ile latency) as
a 16-node baseline memcached. Further, SPORE shows performance benefits for read-only,
read/write, and mixed workloads.
In summary, the major contributions of this chapter are:
• I identify the key sources of load imbalance and quantify the impact of load imbal-
ance on the tail of the latency distribution.
• I design and implement SPORE which uses replication to achieve better load balance
while preserving the key advantages of memcached. A 12-node SPORE pool achieves
the same performance as that of a 16-node memcached pool.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides a brief back-
ground on the operation of memcached, the sources of load imbalance, the opportunity for
performance improvement, and the consistency models. Section 4.3 describes the design
of SPORE. Section 4.4 describes my experimental methodology and Section 4.5 presents
my results. Section 4.6 discusses my wimpy-node testbed in detail. Section 4.7 discusses
related work on load balancing and consistency models. Finally, Section 4.8 concludes the
chapter.
4.2 Background
I provide a brief background on the basic operation of memcached and its typical access
characteristics. I then quantify the performance degradation due to load imbalance; which
can be interpreted as the opportunity for my dynamic replication techniques to reclaim.
Finally, I provide a brief background on consistency models.
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4.2.1 Basic Operation of Memcached
Memcached supports the basic dynamic set operations of storage, (set(k,v), add(k,v),
replace(k,v), increment(k), etc), retrieval (get(k)), and deletion (delete(k)). In the rest of
the chapter, I use the term read (requests) for retrieval operations and write (requests) for
storage operations. The deletion operation simply deletes all copies of the tuple in the
system, thus I do not discuss it in particular in the following sections. The memory cache
tier is a pool of such memcached servers, each of which is a standalone server that need
not be aware of the other servers in the pool. Each server is responsible for a shard of the
key space. Such sharding is realized by using a hash function that maps keys to individual
servers. Table-lookup-based techniques are unsuitable because of large, sparse key spaces
(the typical motivation for the use of hashing). To ensure minimal remapping of keys to
servers when the number of servers change (e.g., when servers are added/removed to/from
the pool), memcached uses consistent hashing [53]. Because clients are responsible for
directing accesses to the appropriate shard, they are aware of the number of servers in the
pool. Note, the memcached clients are entities that are entirely within the organization
behind the web-tier (and not at the browser/end-user end). However, requests from a single
end-user is directed through a given client which implies that ensuring ordering at a client
also ensures ordering is seen by the end-users. Within an individual memcached server, the
storage is effectively a hash-table with chaining to handle collisions.
Access Characteristics. The typical workload for memcached is read-mostly as mem-
cached can only speed-up reads. Memcached cannot filter writes from the underlying
(non-volatile) datastore because memory-writes are not durable. Because it is important
to ensure durability of writes, a write may be deemed to be complete only if the write to
the underlying datastore is also complete. Previous studies have confirmed the read-mostly
nature of memcached workloads. For example, Facebook reports reads are two order of
magnitudes higher than writes [54]. Others report that writes constitute from 3 –12% of all
accesses [55,56]. Previous research has characterized the popularity distribution of keys as


























Fig. 4.1. The 90th %ile latency and achieved throughput. Multiple points
for each curve acquired by varying the number of clients.
4.2.2 Understanding Load Imbalance and Quantifying the Opportunity
The load on each server is driven by two factors; the number of keys mapped to that
server, and the popularity of those keys. Ideally, one wants the load to be balanced across
all servers. Unfortunately, there are imbalances in each of the two factors. First, there
is some non-uniformity in key distribution even when using good hash functions for the
key-to-server mapping. Second the popularity of keys is quite skewed; possibly Zipfian.
Load imbalance among servers can be a critical concern in such memcached server pools
because overloaded servers may see latency degradation. While the increased latency on a
small subset of servers is unlikely to significantly affect average or median latency, the tail
latency (e.g., 90th %ile latency) can degrade significantly.
Figure 4.1 plots the 90th percentile latency (Y-axis) achieved by a pool of 12 mem-
cached servers exposed to various load-levels. Note, the X-axis plots achieved throughput
(rather than applied load) which is a dependent variable. I use three configurations (cor-
responding to the three curves) to isolate the impact of each source of imbalance. The
first curve (labeled ideal load balance) uses perfect (and impractical) key distribution in
which every server has the same number of keys. Further, the popularity of various keys
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follows a uniform random distribution. The curve effectively represents the ideal load-
balanced case as both keys per server and key popularity distribution are uniform. As load
increases, the memcached layer eventually saturates and latency begins to degrade (i.e.,
increase) because of queuing delays. The second curve (labeled semi-ideal load balance)
retains uniform popularity distribution, but uses a realistic hash function to map keys to
servers. Effectively, this configuration incurs some load imbalance because of non-uniform
key-to-server distribution. I observe that for any given latency, the configuration achieves
lower throughput. Finally, the third curve (labeled realistic) includes the effects of both
popularity skew (with Zipfian key popularity) and imperfect key-to-server mappings (be-
cause of hashing). I observe that the performance is much worse (i.e., it can sustain lower
throughput while maintaining acceptable latency).
I make two observations from Figure 4.1. First, I see that the degradation due to non-
uniform (Zipfian) key popularity is the major contributor to performance degradation Sec-
ond, the gap between the ideal curve and the realistic curve represents an upper-bound on
opportunity for my techniques, which I describe next.
4.2.3 Consistency Models
Informally, consistency refers to the ordering of reads and writes emanating from mul-
tiple threads/processes as seen by one another. If a consistency model is intuitive and
well-defined, it is easier for programmers/users to reason about system behavior. In gen-
eral, stronger flavors of consistency require memory operations to be globally ordered such
that two key properties are true: (1) writes appear atomic, and (2) the perceived global
order respects the local program order. For example, sequential consistency [58] requires
that all writes are atomic (or appear atomic) and all reads/writes occur (or appear to occur)
in program order. Linearizability, a flavor stronger than sequential consistency, requires
atomic writes to be further constrained between physical time markers [59].
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My goal is to ensure that SPORE achieves the same consistency as baseline memcached.
To that end, I provide a brief description of write atomicity in memcached and in SPORE,
respectively.
A standalone pool of memcached servers (ignoring the persistent store and ignoring
server failures) offers write-atomicity because clients perform operations one-at-a-time and
because every write is atomic since there is a single copy of any tuple in the memcached
pool. However, when considering real-world applications wherein memcached pools op-
erate in conjunction with the backend storage, such write-atomicity across both tiers (i.e.,
atomic execution of both the write to the backend store and the update/invalidate of the
copy in memcached) is not guaranteed. Consequently, the system as a whole is unable to
offer linearizability. Rather, the system offers a weaker eventual consistency. My design
of SPORE leverages this fact to further relax write-atomicity even within the memory-tier
while retaining the same consistency model at the system level (i.e., system-equivalence).
Specifically, SPORE’s design uses multiple replicas of the same tuple in the memory caching
tier and does not enforce write-atomicity when updating the replicas in the memory caching
tier.
SPORE relaxes write-atomicity, but it matches baseline memcached in the other consis-
tency properties. Specifically, SPORE, like memcached, offers read-monotonicity, which
guarantees that a write-once seen, may not be unseen. Further, a writer always sees their
own writes immediately after the operation is complete. While the above guarantees are
trivial in memcached in the absence of replication, ensuring the same guarantees in SPORE
with replication and with non-atomic writes requires careful design, as I explain later in
Section 4.3.
SPORE’s benefits do not fundamentally depend on relaxing write-atomicity. I demon-
strate a variant of SPORE called SE-SPORE which enforces write-atomicity and is thus
equivalent to a standalone version of traditional memcached. SE-SPORE still achieves per-
formance improvements over traditional memcached because of improved load balancing.
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4.3 SPORE Design
SPORE is an augmented variant of memcached with self-adapting, popularity-based
replication. SPORE aims to mitigate load imbalance by selectively replicating “hot” (i.e.,
popular, read-mostly) tuples to other servers such that the load originally destinated to
one server can be redistributed to multiple servers where replicas reside. By replicating
only the popular tuples, SPORE avoids the unnecessary overhead of replicating unpopular
tuples while achieving a significant impact on load balance (because of the large fraction of
requests contributed by popular tuples). Furthermore, SPORE replicates only read-mostly
tuples because the infrequent writes to such tuples helps minimize the frequency of write
propagation.
SPORE inherits key-space sharding from the baseline memcached, where each key of
a tuple is associated with one memcached server by using consistent hashing. This server
is called the home server of the tuple. Each SPORE server tracks accesses of its shard
of tuples and independently identifies local hot tuples, so that no global coordination is
required. The (home) server replicates the hot tuples to a set of additional servers, called
shadow servers. The set of shadow servers for each hot tuple are selected implicitly through
SPORE’s reactive internal key renaming mechanism. This renaming mechanism leverages
consistent hashing to eliminate the need for servers to remember the shadow servers for
each hot tuple.
Read requests of a hot tuple should be distributed among the home and the shadow
servers to balance the load. In order to achieve this, clients must know (1) whether a tuple
is hot, and (2) the corresponding shadow servers of a hot tuple. SPORE employs mecha-
nisms to minimize communication between clients and servers to preserve the scalability
of memcached. First, SPORE uses piggy-backing messages and short-term leasing mech-
anism to enable clients to discover and retire hot tuples (and the corresponding replicas),
respectively. Neither mechanism requires explicit notification to be sent to clients. Sec-
ond, clients can also utilize the reactive internal renaming mechanism to locate any replica
of a hot tuple; they need to know only the number of replicas available for the hot tuple.
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When distributing load across replicas, SPORE ensures that requests from a single client
are directed to a single replica (requests from a single client are not load-balanced across
multiple replicas to ensure read-monotonicity; as explained in Section 4.2).
Write requests of the hot tuples, on the other hand, must always go to the home server
to preserve a sequential write order as the home server acts as an ordering point. The home
server subsequently propagates the write to all replicas. Note that the writes of hot tuples
are relatively infrequent. Hence, instead of invalidating the replicas, SPORE chooses to
update them so that shadow servers can continue serving the read requests after the write is
completed.
The rest of the section is organized as follows. Section 4.3.1 describes the reactive inter-
nal key renaming mechanism for placing and locating the replicas. Section 4.3.2 describes
how clients discover and retire replicas through piggy-backing messages and short-term
leasing mechanism, and how they distribute the load across replicas. Section 4.3.3 explains
how servers identify hot tuples and perform replica creation and update. Section 4.3.4
details how writes are handled in SPORE. Other techniques to optimize performance of
SPORE are described in Section 4.3.5, followed by a discussion of handling server failures
in Section 4.3.6.
4.3.1 Reactive Internal Key Renaming (RIKR)
All clients and servers need to agree on where a key-value tuple should be replicated
to. I define the number of replicas (not including the original tuple at the home server) as
the replica count, g .
Replication requires two key steps. First, the tuple must be replicated from the home
server to one or more shadow servers. This is achieved by server-to-server communica-
tion. I choose the shadow servers using my RIKR technique. RIKR appends a suffix to the
key for the limited purpose of determining the shadow servers. This suffix ranges from
1,2, ...,g . Figure 4.2 shows an example of key foo with g = 2. The key foo can be re-












Fig. 4.2. An example of how clients access replicas using the reactive
internal key renaming (RIKR) scheme for a hot key foo with g = 2.
with a “stub” that uses the same consistent hashing function as the clients (see Section 4.4
for details). This approach retains the design wherein each server is a standalone server.
However, it does result in memcached servers being aware that there are other memcached
servers in the pool. The home server identifies shadow servers by using the key-to-server
mapping functionality (i.e., consistent hashing) in the stub in conjunction with the renamed
key values. The home server then issues a set(k,v) to the shadow servers. Note that
the renamed keys are used only for identifying the shadow server. Subsequent operations
use the original (non-renamed) key at the shadow server instead of the renamed key to rule
out the possibility of any aliasing. For example, clients c2, c3 and c4 (see Figure 4.2)
determine the server by using renamed keys foo1 or foo2; but the actual operation uses
the original key foo. Consider the case where a real tuple with key foo1 exists. For cor-
rectness, that tuple should not be aliased with the renamed version of key foo). SPORE’s
design ensures that even though operations on a true key foo1 and a renamed key foo1
(original key foo) will be placed on the same server, they will not be aliased because the
operations use the original keys.
The second step requires clients to discover that replicas exist. One advantage of RIKR
is that there is minimal overhead in conveying the location of replicas to clients. The server
needs to communicate only g to the clients (which is piggy-backed on existing communi-
cation, as we explain below). The client can then independently generate the names of all
replicated tuples and locate them using the underlying key-to-server mapping.
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4.3.2 Replica Discovery and Retirement
Clients discover the presence of replicas when they see non-zero g in piggy-backed
communication from the server during routine operation. (Steps 1–4 in Figure 4.3(a).) The
client, after receiving this information, chooses a replica for further accesses to this key by
randomly choosing a suffix from 0 (the original copy) to g , if g > 0. If the suffix is non-
zero (recall, g = 0 corresponds to baseline memcached), the key and the suffix are stored
in a client-side metadata (CSM) cache to ensure that future accesses to the key go to the
same replica. (Step 5 in Figure 4.3(a).) Note, to facilitate read-monotonicity, the suffix is
randomly chosen exactly once for the client; not for every access at the client. As such,
my goal is to balance the loads of different clients on multiple replicas while still sending
all requests from a single client to a single replica. Before sending out a read request, the
client looks up the CSM cache to check if the tuple has been replicated. If a tuple has
been replicated, it appends the chosen suffix to the key and identifies the server to send the
requests to. Evicting any entry (without deleting the replica) in the CSM cache will not
cause any correctness problems because the client will simply revert to sending requests to
the home server.
Finally, there are several ways in which the clients discover the retirement of replicas.
First, I assign a pre-defined, short expiration time Ts for entries in the CSM cache. This
short expiration time can be thought of as a short-term lease granting the client access to
the replicas. As mentioned earlier, when receiving a new lease, the client will randomly
choose one replica to send requests to. This decision is honored for the duration of current
lease. Figure 4.3(b) shows that a client accesses the replica, discovers the lease is expired
before the next operation and reverts to access to the home server. As long as there is not
an valid lease, a client can accept a new lease when receiving the piggy-backed g > 0 from
the home server, and randomly choose one of the replicas for the new lease. Second, even
with a valid lease, clients may find that a renamed key is missing in the shadow server (in
case it has been deleted). Clients interpret that to mean that the g value is stale and revert




























(a) Discovery (b) Access and retirement.
Fig. 4.3. An example of replica discovery and retirement.
4.3.3 Identifying Popular Tuples
SPORE targets popular, read-mostly tuples for replication. This section focuses on how
servers identify popular tuples. An extension to further distinguish read-mostly tuples from
all popular tuples will be addressed in Section 4.3.5.
I define popular key-value tuples as tuples that are accessed frequently within the re-
cent time period. To capture the popular tuples, each server maintains a small server-side
metadata (SSM) cache, which tracks popular tuples. Each entry has a key, a set of four
counters, the state of the key, and a timestamp. The state of each entry indicates whether
that particular tuple is replicated or not. The timestamp is used for termination of the repli-
cation, as I explain later. Finally, the counters are used to track popularity by maintaining
an exponentially-weighted moving average (EWMA) of accesses to the tuple. Each tuple
enters the cache in the COLD state and is promoted to the HOT state (via the transient HOT
PENDING state till write-propagation is complete) when its EWMA access count exceeds a
threshold, as shown in Figure 4.5. The SSM cache adopts the Least Recently Used (LRU)
replacement policy. Only a home server of a tuple maintains the metadata for it, (i.e., a key
can reside in at most one SSM cache). This prevents a key from being replicated again at
the shadow server.
Please note that although the metadata can also be stored in the main memcached cache
by expanding each entry, it unnecessarily increases the required space in RAM by allo-
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cating metadata space for all tuples. The small SSM cache is sufficient for capturing the
metadata only for popular key-value tuples.
The access patterns to the key-value tuples are dynamic and change over time. When
a tuple becomes less popular, the home server may decide to retire replicas. To terminate
the replication of a tuple, the home server needs to be sure that no client will ever send a
request to a shadow server for the replica. One naive way to achieve this is to explicitly
send notifications to all the clients that have accessed this tuple before. This is impractical
because the servers would need to record all clients for every tuple and the notifications to
all clients would incur significant communication overhead.
At the home server, recall that there is a timestamp in the SSM cache entry. This
timestamp records the last time a tuple is read while in the replicated state. Instead of
directly retiring the tuple’s replicas, the server waits for an additional lease time in the
COLD PENDING state to ensure that the replicas can no longer be accessed. While in the
COLD PENDING state, to prevent new clients from getting pointers to the replicas, the server
then responds all incoming read requests to the tuple with g = 0. The tuple is then simply
evicted from the SSM cache (upon transition to the COLD state).
4.3.4 Handling Writes
This section elaborates on how SPORE handles writes. Recall, the high-level goal is to
offer (a) read monotonicity and (b) eventual consistency with time-bounds on write propa-
gation delay.
In SPORE, I return to the client after updating the record at the home server. The home
server is responsible for propagating the updates down to the shadow servers. During
the propagation, other clients may still read the stale copy from the shadow servers (see
Figure 4.4). More importantly, other clients which have picked the home server as the
replica, can see the updated copy before all replicas are updated; this is the key source of
non-atomicity of writes. However, because every client chooses one replica to access at














Fig. 4.4. Other clients may see stale data when writes are not atomic for a hot key.
propagation, but never see the stale copy after seeing the new copy (i.e., read monotonicity).
SPORE uses another transient state (HOT PENDING in Figure 4.5) while propagating writes
to shadow servers. In the HOT PENDING state, the home server waits for the completion
of write propagation. To ensure that a client which sees a new value at the home server
does not revert to a shadow server which may potentially have stale values, I revoke the
leases of any clients that request the tuple (by piggy-backing g = 0 in the response) till
write-propagation completes. Upon completion, the leases are renewed.
With the above operational method, I guarantee that a client that performs a write sees
updates immediately. Other clients are guaranteed not to see stale data for more than Ts
seconds. Finally, because all writes to any key are always sent to the home server, all
replicas see the same order of writes as seen by the home server. As such, SPORE guarantees
eventual consistency with (tunable) time-bound consistency.
SE-SPORE. To demonstrate that SPORE’s basic architecture of replicating popular
tuples is independent of write-atomicity in the memory caching tier, I develop an alternate
variant of SPORE – SE-SPORE– by implementing atomic write operations. (Note atomicity
is restricted to the memory caching tier.) As such, SE-SPORE is equivalent to a standalone
pool of memcached servers from a consistency point-of-view.
I implement atomic writes in SE-SPORE by waiting for the replica update at all nodes
before any node can supply the value to a reader using the well-understood two-phase



























Fig. 4.5. State transition diagram for an entry of the metadata cache at the server side.
slower than the non-atomic writes. Later, in Section 4.5.1, I show the cost of using only
atomic writes in SE-SPORE.
One may implement atomic updates in other ways. For example, one may adopt
CRAQ [61], which offers an update-based atomic write protocol for static, non-selective
replication. Alternately, one can use invalidation-based techniques from the cache coher-
ence domain wherein the write is complete only after all replicas are invalidated (which can
be confirmed by waiting for all invalidation acknowledgments) [60]. However, this design
may require re-replication of hot tuples after each write; which is time-consuming.
Summary of Operation Figure 4.5 shows the precise state transition diagram for an
entry in the metadata cache at the server side. There are five states in total: INVALID,
COLD, HOT PENDING, COLD PENDING and HOT; the figure shows the events and actions
that are relevant to state the transitions. The HOT PENDING state is used as a transient state
until the replicas are created and ready for accesses; while the COLD PENDING state awaits
until all leases at the clients expire. Among all the states, a server replies with g greater
than zero only when in the HOT state, which grants leases to clients to access the replicas.
In both the COLD PENDING and HOT PENDING states, although old clients may still access
the replicas with their active lease, no new leases are issued. In addition, as indicated in
Figure 4.5, only cold tuples can be evicted. This may seem like a strict restriction, however,
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the tuples in transient states will either be promoted or be demoted soon. If the cache is full
with hot tuples already, there is no need to add more entries to the cache.
4.3.5 Other Optimizations
Sampling. Memcached is a simple and effective piece of software where short re-
sponse latency is critical. To reduce the critical path, I only sample a small percentage
(e.g., 3%) of requests for the SSM cache. The reason why I can have such a low sam-
pling rate is that the popular tuples have much higher access rates. Even using a small
sampling frequency, the cache is still able to distinguish the popular tuples. In fact, the
sampling method acts as a filter to reduce the cache pollution. Therefore, although every
write request has to be looked up in the SSM cache (to ensure all writes are propagated
to replicas for hot tuples), only the sampled requests need to be looked up to update the
EWMA counters and states of the tuples for the read requests.
Hotspot triggering. My internal key renaming technique allows key-to-server remap-
ping without global knowledge and coordination. One downside of preserving the dis-
tributed nature of memcached is that SPORE cannot explicitly shift the extra load to lightly-
loaded servers for better load balance. One approach is to increase the replication count,
g , so that the probability of more evenly-distributed load also increase. However, higher g
implies higher overhead of updating the replicas which offsets the performance benefits of
load balancing.
I observe that hotspots are usually formed by one or two servers in a cluster. Replicating
hot tuples in the hotspot greatly improves the balance of the load. However, for servers with
less load, replication has little benefit at best, and adverse effects at worst. Based on this
observation, I use hotspot-triggering mechanism which activates SPORE on a server only
when the server is heavily loaded. Hotspot-triggering mechanism is able to relieve the
load at the hotspots while preventing unnecessary replication at the lightly-loaded servers
to achieve better load balance. I use EWMA count of accesses for each server to track
the activity at each server. Only the servers beyond a certain threshold of load will further
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replicate their hot keys. Note a fixed threshold set at the server’s saturation capacity at
which it can still meet the desired latency requirements is adequate. This is because no
replication is needed at low loads when even the most popular servers are serving under
their serving capacity. At high loads, when nearly all servers are nearing saturation, one
may think that it is possible that a domino effect could occur triggering replication at all
servers. However, if such a case does occur, it implies that the existing cluster simply
cannot handle the load. Instead of balancing the load, one should expand the size of the
cluster.
Workloads of mixed read/write ratio key-value tuples. Load balancing with replica-
tion inherently relies on the assumption that replicated tuples are read-mostly. Without this
assumption, the overhead of propagating the writes to the replicas could outweigh the ben-
efits of distributing the reads to multiple servers. In Section 4.3.3, I describe how I select
the hot tuples based on the access frequency in the recent time period with my EWMA pop-
ularity counter. For workloads with a mix of read-only, read-mostly, to write-heavy tuples,
this popularity-based approach may capture the undesirable write-heavy tuples. Hence it is
crucial for SPORE to distinguish read-mostly tuples from the rest.
To that end, SPORE’s SSM cache EWMA counters use weighted increments on reads
and weighted decrements on writes. With the appropriate weights, I can target any desired
read-to-write ratio. For example, with unit increments on reads and decrement-by-9 on
writes, the long term moving average will be near zero for a 9:1 read/write ratio. Tuples
with higher (lower) read/write ratios will have positive trending (negative-trending) counter
values. With this addition, tuples have to exceed both thresholds (popularity and read/write
ratio) to be eligible for replication.
4.3.6 Server Failures
In the baseline memcached system, server failure usually causes a temporary window
of data staleness. For example, when a client discovers that a server is inaccessible (due
to failed server or network), it may rehash and map the key among the remaining mem-
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cached pool. To ensure consistent rehashing among all clients, the system may need to
issue a global configuration change to update the list of available servers on all clients.
Nonetheless, if such a global configuration is not executed atomically (because atomicity
in this case can significantly degrade system performance), a client may access a stale copy
before the change completes. Alternatively, Facebook handles unreachable servers by re-
sending the request to a backup memcached pool (a gutter pool) to avoid rehashing [51].
Because tuples in the gutter pool are not invalidated/maintained, they are set with a short
expiration time. Users may still see a stale copy in the gutter pool.
When there is no replica, SPORE behaves similar to the baseline memcached. When
there are replicas and a failed server is the home of some hot tuples, the replicas of these
hot tuples become orphans as they will no longer receive any update. SPORE reduces the
staleness of the data using my short-term lease mechanism. Clients are guaranteed to stop
accessing such potentially stale replicas after Ts seconds.
In summary, with or without replicas, SPORE is susceptible to the same transient data
staleness as the baseline memcached upon server failures. Therefore, atomic writes (even
when limited to the memory caching tier) cannot be guaranteed in this situation. Finally,
SPORE focuses on improving load balance for a single pool of memcached servers. It does
not intend to handle network partitions in a pool any differently than what a conventional
memcached system does.
4.3.7 Overhead and Limitations of SPORE
Space overhead. My approach adds a small metadata cache on both the server (SSM
cache) and the client (CSM cache). For the servers, it is a relatively small price to pay
because the hot tuples are less than 0.01% of the total tuples. In addition, any entry in the
small CSM cache may be evicted without causing correctness problems. Hence the cache
size can be shrunk or tailored individually on each client without impacting the correctness
of the system. Moreover, these are metadata caches, so the values of the tuples are not
stored.
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Latency overhead. For a server, the metadata cache lookup can be done in parallel with
a normal memcached lookup on a multi-core server. The impact of maintaining the cache
(e.g. state transitions, updating the counter) is minimized because I impose a 3% sampling
frequency. Write propagation does not directly affect the write latency of a hot tuple, but
it takes up some system resources and may increase the queuing latency of other requests.
However, the hot tuples are rarely written to. With hotspot triggering, this overhead is even
lower because only the hotspot servers replicate hot tuples. On the other hand, the CSM
cache is even smaller and simpler, hence it does not contribute much to the overall latency.
Communication overhead. The piggy-backed g takes up no more than one byte for
a maximum of 256 replicas. The exact number of replicas will depend on the workload.
However, I do not believe that practical implementations will even come close to needing
256 replicas.
4.4 Experimental Methodology
Memcached Configurations. I implemented SPORE as a modification of memcached
[62]. Recall that SPORE needs a stub to push renamed tuples out to the server pool. I
integrate the build-in Ketama consistent hashing for key-to-server mapping [63] from a
C/C++ memcached library [64] for this purpose.
Workloads and Client Configurations In the experiments, I use Yahoo! Cloud Serving
Benchmark (YCSB) [65] to generate workloads for my experiments. YCSB is designed to
evaluate key-value and cloud serving stores. YCSB supports typical database operations
such as read, insert, update, etc. To support key-value store type of requests (e.g. set,
get, add), I ported the changes in an memcached-compatible YCSB version [66] to a newer
YCSB version 0.14. I use a Java-based memcached client, Spymemcached 2.8 [67] with an
added layer of a metadata cache for my replication mechanism. YCSB and Spymemcached
are run on three quad-core Linux machines.
My workload consists of 1 million key-value tuples. The length of the keys ranges from
4 to 10 bytes (each key has a prefix and an ID number), and the length of the values are
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200 Bytes. The popularity distribution of the tuples is Zipfian with an a parameter of 0.99.
Lowering the Zipfian a parameter reduces the popularity skew and the consequent load
imbalance, which may reduce the opportunity for SPORE. Social-media and web access
popularity are widely reported to have highly skewed popularity distributions. Because the
keys are hashed to determine the home server, the naming of the keys affects the key distri-
bution among the servers. I use 6 key prefixes (6 runs) to include the effects of variation in
key-distribution and compute the mean for each set of results. (Note, the key-prefixes are
independent of the suffixes used for key renaming.) In each run, each client sends 100,000
requests. A total of 6 to 66 client threads are used in my wimpy node testbed, and up to
832 client threads are used on Amazon EC2. I specify the exact number of servers in the
experiment descriptions in Section 4.5. My experimental results show evaluations using
get(k) and set(k,v) operations, but as mentioned in Section 4.2, any write operation can be
used to replace set(k,v).
Evaluation Platform. The bulk of my experimental measurements are on my “wimpy
node” testbed based on Gumstix Overo Earth Computer-On-Modules(COMs) [68]. Each
Gumstix Overo COM in my testbed has an ARM Cortex-A8 CPU at 600MHz, 512MB
of RAM, and a 32GB SDHC MicroSD card as the main storage. The Overo COMs run
Linux systems with a 3.0.0. kernel. The COMs are interconnected in a two level network.
At the first level, up to seven COMs may be interconnected by a Stagecoach expansion
board [69], where the Overo COMs are connected by an on-board 10/100Mbps Ethernet
switch. I use an external 1 Gbps Ethernet switch for the second level (i.e., for inter-board
communication).
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). To confirm that my results from my wimpy-
node testbed hold for larger pools of traditional “brawny” servers, I validate a subset of
results on 64-server memcached pool on Amazon EC2. Specifically, I use Amazon Virtual
Private Cloud (VPC) service. The VPC function creates a virtual network and allows users
to assign private IP addresses for each server. Other configurations are listed in Table 4.1.




Type Num Arch Instance
Server 64 32-bit standard small
Client 64 64-bit high-CPU extra large
for resource isolation. Consequently, my experiments include variations caused by resource
sharing that naturally exist in a public cloud. Finally, I also scale up my synthetic workload
to use 10 million tuples to suitably exercise my scaled server pool.
SPORE configuration. For SPORE, I use 3% of sampling frequency. Only the servers
with the highest load triggers the replication function. The replica count, g , is set to be one,
unless otherwise specified. The lease time Ts for accessing the replicas is 10 seconds, but
the performance is relatively insensitive to this parameter as I show later.
4.5 Results
The primary results of my evaluation are as follows.
1. Overall cost savings and performance improvement: SPORE achieves signifi-
cantly higher throughput than an unmodified memcached at comparable latencies.
For similar performance (throughput, latency) SPORE performs comparably to a con-
figuration with 33% more machines. Further, SPORE maintains its performance ad-
vantage when the set of popular keys change.
2. Evaluation with “brawny” servers: While the absolute throughput is higher on
Amazon EC2 compared to my wimpy-node platform, the key qualitative result re-
mains unchanged – SPORE achieves significantly better performance than the base-
line.
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3. Sensitivity The key trends are relatively insensitive to parameter changes (e.g., thresh-
olds, 95th %ile latency vs. 90th %ile latency, number of replicas, cache lease periods).
4.5.1 Overall Performance and Cost Improvements
In this section, we show comparisions of performance/cost of SPORE and the baseline
memcached for various workloads.
Read-only workloads
In this subsection, I discuss the performance of SPORE under read-only workloads.
Figure 4.6(a) plots the latency- throughput for four different configurations. Each point
of the figure represents the average 90th %ile latency and average throughput for 6 key
prefixes, and the multiple points in one curve is obtained by varying the number of YCSB
client threads. The first two configurations use the workloads with Zipfian distribution
of key popularity on baseline memcached with pools of 12 and 16 servers, respectively.
The third configuration uses SPORE with 12 servers. The last configuration is baseline
memcached with 12 servers and a workload with uniform popularity distribution.
Recall that I show the performance difference of uniform and Zipfian distribution for
the baseline memcached in Figure 4.1. The uniform distribution is the upper-bound for
SPORE. I make two important observations from Figure 4.6(a). First, simply adding more
servers does not improve the performance as much as one would expect because of the way
tail latency behaves. Although the 16-server configuration achieves higher throughput, it
is not nearly as good as the uniform distribution with only 12 servers. The reason behind
this trend is that increasing the number of servers does not necessarily eliminate a hotspot
(depending on the new key-to-server mapping). Even though the average load per server
reduces, the existence of a hotspot limits the overall throughput achieved at a given tail
latency. Second, SPORE has higher throughput than the 16-server (33% more servers)
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(b) Time-varying key popularity.
Fig. 4.6. 90th %ile Latency and throughput using read-only workload.
To demonstrate that SPORE is indeed adaptive, I ran similar experiments but with pop-
ularity changing over time. While I maintain the Zipfian popularity distribution, I change
the popularity rank of the keys every minute. Figure 4.6(b) shows the performance com-
parison of the baseline and SPORE with 12 servers. The results are qualitatively similar
in that SPORE outperforms the baseline; thus proving the adaptivity of SPORE. However,
the extremely high rate at which the popular tuples change (once every minute) imposes
some performance penalty and slightly degrades SPORE’s performance compared to the
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static-load case. The slight degradation is apparent when SPORE is compared to the 16-
server configuration in the two configurations. While in the static-popularity case, SPORE
is marginally better than the 16-server baseline configuration, SPORE (with 12 servers) is
marginally worse than the baseline 16-server configuration in the dynamic popularity case.
Read-mostly workloads
I compare system-equivalent SPORE (SPORE) and the standalone-equivalent variant of
SPORE (SE-SPORE), with the baseline memcached using read-mostly workloads. Fig-
ure 4.7 plots the latency-throughput graph using a read-mostly (99% read) workload, which
is consistent with Facebook’s report that reads are two orders of magnitude higher than
writes. Figure 4.7(a) shows the 90th %ile read latency, while Figure 4.7(b) shows the
corresponding 90th %ile write latency. First, Figure 4.7 shows that SPORE can improve
performance even when there are no read-only tuples in the system. This is largely due to
the hotspot-triggering mechanism that greatly reduces unnecessary replication. As long as
there are popular read-mostly tuples, SPORE can achieve higher throughput than the base-
line. Second, as expected, SE-SPORE achieves better performance than the baseline, but is
not as good as SPORE. This performance gap is mainly because that the two-phase commit
for atomic writes blocks any access to the hot tuple until every shadow server has received
the update. Since there are many requests for the hot tuples, this short period of blocking
leads to many retries and thus lower throughput.
Mixed workloads
This subsection examines mixed workloads, where there are read-only tuples and read-
write tuples. I modified YCSB benchmark to generate one read-only tuple for every five
tuples in the most popular 500 tuples; the non-read-only tuples are configured to have mixed
read/write ratios. Figure 4.8 plots the latency-throughput for three such mixed workloads -
50%, 70%, and 90% reads for non-read-only tuples. Compared with the baseline, SPORE



























































(b) Throughput vs. 90th %ile of write latency.
Fig. 4.7. Throughput and latency for workload of 99% reads.
demonstrates that as long as there are popular, read-only (or read-mostly) tuples in the
workload, SPORE can distinguish and replicate them to alleviate the hotspot.
Amazon EC2 results
Because most of my results are from the limited-sized, wimpy-node platform, I vali-

































































(b) Throughput vs. 90th %ile of write latency.
Fig. 4.8. Throughput and latency for a mixed workload where there are
20% read-only tuples in the most popular 500 tuples, and various read-
write ratios for the rest of the read-write tuples.
the client and server configurations for the EC2 experiments are summarized in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.9 plots the throughput-latency curves for the Amazon EC2 experiment. Observe
that the absolute saturation throughput for the EC2 servers are significantly higher (approx.
350,000 requests/second) than the corresponding throughput achieved by the wimpy nodes


























Fig. 4.9. Scaled results: Amazon EC2, 64-nodes, read-only workloads
that the key trends are the same as in the wimpy-node case; SPORE achieves significantly
better performance than the baseline with the same number of nodes.
4.5.2 Overhead Minimization
I have already shown that SPORE is able to sustain higher throughput (or lower latency)
at the same load when comparing with the baseline memcached. This subsection discusses
the results that show how effective SPORE is in minimizing the overheads.
Performance overhead. Both my sampling technique and hotspot-triggering mecha-
nism are crucial in minimizing the overhead. I summarize the related experimental results
below.
• To assess the impact of sampling frequency, I measured the latency of requests on a
lightly loaded server (where queuing delay is minimized). At 100% of sampling frequency,
the average (90th %ile) latency is 7% (10%) higher than the corresponding latency in the
baseline memcached. However, at the default 3% sampling frequency, the average and
the 90th %ile latencies of SPORE are both within 3% difference of those in the baseline
memcached. I can therefore draw the conclusion that when there are no popular read-
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mostly tuples in the workload (hence no replication), SPORE performs comparably to the
baseline memcached because the latency overhead is low.
• When the load is universally low, SPORE turns off all replication and perform compa-
rably to the baseline memcached.
• In the read-mostly workload, SPORE performs much better than the baseline mem-
cached. However, when hotspot-triggering is disabled (i.e. every SPORE server always
samples and replicates), the overall throughput/latency is only marginally better than the
baseline memcached. This is due to redundant replication at the lightly loaded servers,
which not only adds overhead of replica updates but also achieves worse load balance.
Space overhead. I observe that the space overhead for storing the replicas in SPORE is
extremely small (˜0.005% of all tuples), and the size of metadata cache is merely ˜60KB
per SPORE server. Hence, the effects on the cache miss rate of the memcached pool is not
statistically significant.
4.5.3 Impact of Imperfect Heuristics
Because SPORE uses practical (i.e., non-oracular) methods to identify read-hot blocks,
it is important to understand the performance loss from an oracle predictor. Figure 4.10
includes two throughput-latency curves – one uses perfect knowledge to identify read-hot
tuples to replicate, and the other uses our heuristic method. From the similarity of the two
curves, I conclude that the simple, practical heuristic methods are as effective as the ideal
oracle predictor. Moreover, this result confirms that there is little motivation to develop
more sophisticated predictors.
4.5.4 Sensitivity Analysis
I conducted sensitivity tests by varying key parameters in my experiments. In this






















perfect knowledge of key popularity
our heuristic
Fig. 4.10. Perfect knowledge of popularity vs. our heuristic
• Figure 4.11(a): For my workload, SPORE captures a large fraction of the benefits
with one replica (excluding the original copy). Varying the number of replicas in the 2
to 3 range showed modest performance improvements for read-only workloads. Although
having higher replica counts may help load balance in some workloads, the associated
overhead could degrade the overall performance for read/write workloads.
• Figure 4.11(b): SPORE is also insensitive to variations in lease times. Varying the
lease time from 1 to 10 seconds does not change the results in any significant way. This is
not surprising because renewing the lease every 1 second is relatively infrequent as a typical
server serves at tens of thousands of requests per second. Thus, the overhead of renewing
the lease each second is dwarfed by the performance improvement from replication.
• The bulk of the chapter used 90th %ile latency comparisons. For completeness, I
examined median (i.e, 50th %ile) latency and 95th %ile latencies (see Figure 4.12(a) and
(b)). The results indicate that the key observations still hold qualitatively – SPORE achieves
higher throughput at comparable latencies and thus mimics the effect of additional ma-












































(a) Number of replicas g (b) Lease time
Fig. 4.11. Sensitivity study.
• SPORE is relatively insensitive to changes in the EWMA counter hot/cold detection
thresholds. This is not surprising given the Zipf popularity distribution in which the hot
tuples are significantly more frequently accessed than relatively cold tuples. Thus, a broad
range of thresholds can correctly identify the hot tuples for replication.
• Direct measurements of load served by each server reveal both the imbalance in the
baseline memcached as well as the improved load balance in SPORE.
4.6 Wimpy-Node Testbed
To verify the performance of SPORE, I designed and built a wimpy-node testbed, where
the majority of my experimental measurements were performed. This section describes the
motivation of building the testbed, gives a brief overview of the tested, and discusses the
advantages/disadvantages of using such a testbed.
Motivation. Many networking/distributed system research projects require a decent scale
of system to verify their core ideas. SPORE is no exception to this rule. My requirements of
an evaluation platform are as follows. First, to observe load imbalance among servers, there
should be an appropriate number (e.g. greater than 10) of servers to run SPORE. Second,
















































Fig. 4.12. Latencies at other percentiles
servers) under test. This requirement at least doubles the number of total machines needed
for the experiments. Third, preferably, the servers should be dedicated to run SPORE, and
should locate in an isolated/private network with the SPORE clients. The last requirement
minimizes interferences from other users and applications, which leads to more accurate
and reproducible results.
Unfortunately, few people have the privilege to access a large cluster of servers with ad-
ministrative/exclusive rights. Even with the use of virtualization technology such as virtual
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machines, users are still subject to interferences due to the underlying shared hardware.
This propelled me to design and build a mini-cluster of wimpy-node testbed for my own
experiments. The wimpy-node testbed is an economic solution with smaller size and lower
power.
Overview of the testbed. My wimpy-node testbed contains four Stagecoach expansion
boards, hosting a total of 28 Gumstix Overo COMs (see Section 4.4 for the specifications of
the COMs). Each Gumstix COM is a small single-board computer that occupies 58mm by
17mm of space with the height of 4.2 mm. All four boards are connected to a Gigabit Ether-
net switch, which also connects to external servers acting as workload drivers/clients. One
caveat is that even though the Ethernet switch can sustain 1Gbps of bandwidth, the aggre-
gated external bandwidth of a Stagecoach board is merely 100Mbps. Hence it is important
to account for this when designing an experiment to avoid encountering the bandwidth
bottleneck.
To allow easy access, maintenance, and better portability, the entire testbed is enclosed
in a custom-made box (shown in Figure 4.13). The boards are adequately spaced for heat-
ing, and each board can be slided in and out of the box to perform tasks (e.g. accessing the
MicroSD cards inserted in the COMs). The Ethernet switch is placed at the bottom of the
box with exposed ports and LED indicators, allowing users to view the status and connect
the cables. The resulting box has dimensions smaller than a regular desktop, and draws less
than 100W of maximum power in total.
Gumstix Overo COM runs embedded Linux. Gumstix offers pre-built images, kernel,
and bootloader binaries. Many of the common libraries/tools (e.g. GNU C library and GCC
compiler) can also be installed directly through the package manager. One can choose to
build the binaries using using OpenEmbedded build framework [70] or a similar framework
offered by Gumstix called Yocto [71]. Managing a Gumstix wimpy-node testbed resembles
to managing a regular cluster of servers.
Discussion. The wimpy-node testbed meets all my needs as an evaluation platform. How-
ever, one may wonder why I did not opt for public cloud platforms such as Amazon EC2.
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Fig. 4.13. Wimpy-node testbed in a box
Amazon EC2 is indeed a competitive option because it offers elastic computing, allow-
ing users to purchase computing capacity at hourly granularity and to scale up and down
whenever they desire. The ability to launch thousands of cloud instances in minutes is very
compelling. Nonetheless, the wimpy-node testbed has certain benefits that outshine EC2.
In the development stage of a project, the wimpy-node testbed is more cost effective.
During development, one may not need hundreds of servers to evaluate the system perfor-
mance; however, one would still need a smaller scale evaluation platform. Because wimpy
nodes are wimpy (i.e. less powerful), it is relatively easy to generate sufficient workloads to
evaluate the performance of the system of wimpy nodes. For example, any normal (brawny)
machine is able to drive the workload and saturate a wimpy SPORE server. On the other
hand, in EC2, a high-CPU extra-large instance is needed to generate enough workload for a
small instance running SPORE. Hence, the overall computing cost (both clients and servers)
in EC2 is significantly higher. For a typical research project spanning months to years, it
would be very costly to conduct all experiments in the cloud. Moreover, unless a user
pays for dedicated hardware, most hardware in the cloud are multi-tenant, which means
interferences from other users are unavoidable and unpredictable.
In general, a wimpy-node testbed is an all-around, inexpensive development/evaluation
platform. With more economic wimpy nodes emerging in the market(e.g. Rasberry Pi [72]),
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these testbeds should be gaining more popularity in the near future. Nonetheless, it should
be noted that whether a set of experiments on a wimpy-node testbed are representative must
be evaluated case-by-case. It would be unrealistic to project the performance of a disk I/O
intensive workload on a wimpy node (with a MicroSD card) to that of a brawny node (with
hard drives). In my case, the wimpy-node testbed is ideal for developing and verifying the
performance of SPORE. A subset of scaled EC2 experiments are sufficient to corroborate
and verify key trends in the results.
4.7 Related Work
I provide an overview of previous work on load balancing of distributed key-value
storage through caching, migration, and replication. I then briefly discuss the consistency
models used in distributed storage systems.
Caching. The load imbalance is often caused by skewed popularity distribution of keys.
Prior work [52] proposed to place a small, popularity-based cache at a frontend load bal-
ancer to serve the requests to popular keys. This cache is small enough to fit in an L3
cache and significantly reduces the total access to the memcached layer. My design differs
from [52] in that SPORE preserves the distributed feature of memcached by not using a
centralized point (a load dispatcher). Memcached relies heavily on the distributed com-
munication pattern between clients and servers for its low latency and scalability. Any
centralized point can be a performance bottleneck. A possible variation of [52] is to place
a popularity-based cache in each memcached client. However, maintaining memory con-
sistency for a large number of caches severely degrades system performance.
Migration. Replication is useful when there are popular read-mostly tuples, which is
a reasonable assumption for most of the workloads. Nonetheless, in the case where such
tuples are rare, replication is ineffective. One may think that instead of replicating a tuple, a
key can be simply migrated (remapped) to another server to reduce the load on the hotspot.
In fact, a similar key remapping technique is adopted in [57] through a centralized proxy
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server to operate clusters on intermittent power. However, the centralized point limits the
scalability of memcached. Another remapping technique uses virtual buckets that have
been adopted in Couchbase [73], and is also partially supported in the latest version of
memcached [62]. Virtual buckets decouple key hashing and server mapping by adding
another layer of indirection – keys are hashed to virtual buckets, and buckets are explicitly
assigned to servers through configuration. Virtual buckets can be used to gradually migrate
keys to a newly started server. Nonetheless, in order to balance the load, it needs a global
coordinator to monitor traffic and to remap the buckets, while SPORE’s server can each act
individually. SPORE’s fine replication granularity (a key) also incurs lower overhead than
remapping a bucket (migrating tens or even hundreds of thousands of keys). Finally, unlike
replication, migration cannot deal with extremely popular keys which may overwhelm a
single server.
Replication. Facebook handles scaling of memcached at different hierarchies from clus-
ter, region, to across regions [51]. Across regions, keeping local replica is necessary for
reasonable performance. In a region, Facebook decides whether to keep a single replica in
a large memcached pool or multiple replicas for a set of objects based on manual heuristics
(e.g. access rates, data set size, etc) derived from their experiences to avoid memory inef-
ficiency from over-replicating data. SPORE’s replication is different in two aspects. First,
SPORE self-adapts and reacts quickly to replicate only the popular objects without need-
ing intervention from engineers. Second, SPORE mainly focuses on balancing load within
a memcached pool. To scale for traffic beyond a single pool, SPORE can adopt a similar
strategy to use multiple replicated pools.
Consistencymodels in wide-area distributed systems. In general, strong flavors of con-
sistency are known to be incompatible with the needs of wide-area, replicated distributed
systems [74]. Google’s Spanner is a rare geographically distributed/replicated database de-
signed to achieve linearizability using global timestamps [75]. However, Spanner is still
subject to the CAP theorem [74] which implies that strong consistency is achieved at the
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cost of either partition tolerance or availability. As such, weaker consistency models1 have
been explored by many distributed systems. For example, there are systems that achieve
causal consistency [76, 77], per-key sequential consistency [78], and mixed models where
a subset of operations have strong consistency [79]. All the above systems effectively
correspond to the storage tier whereas SPORE is in the memory caching tier. While it is
possible that applications with strong consistency requirements may choose to avoid the
use of memcached, SPORE focuses on the scalable distributed systems with more relaxed
consistency requirements where the 10X performance improvements offered by memory
caching is extremely attractive. In this context, SPORE’s techniques will still be relevant
independent of the underlying storage system.
4.8 Summary
Memcached offers significant performance benefits by obviating the need for expensive
storage tier accesses. For example, the Memcached-based memory caching tier is credited
with offering a 10X performance improvement at Facebook. Unfortunately, the perfor-
mance of the memory caching tier is artificially limited by load imbalance. Compared to
an ideally load-balanced memcached pool, a realistic memcached pool suffers from poor
tail latency because of load imbalances induced primarily by popularity skew of tuples. To
address this problem, I design and implement an improved version of memcached with sup-
port for self-adapting, popularity-based replication of mostly-read “hot” tuples on heavily
loaded servers– SPORE. SPORE identifies popular mostly-read tuples and replicates them ef-
ficiently without excessive coordination with other clients/servers. SPORE uses time-bound
leases – permission to access replicas – which helps guarantee (tunable) time-bounds on
write-propagation. Further, I show that SPORE is fairly insensitive to parameter variations.
Finally, a system with SPORE offers the same consistency as a system with baseline mem-
cached. My experimental results show that a 12-node pool of SPORE achieves the tail
latency improvements that are comparable to that of baseline memcached with 16 servers.
1Weaker relative to linearizability, but stronger than eventual consistency.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Load variations over space and time may induce inefficiencies such as load imbalance
and overprovisioning, which result in performance/power/cost overheads. Therefore such
variations pose a significant challenge to system designers. The goal of this thesis is to
mitigate such variation-induced overheads in multicore cloud servers.
In the first part, I focus on power/performance overheads in the on-chip network of a
single multicore chip. We design an on-chip network that is robust in both performance
and energy across applications for time- and space-varying loads. Unfortunately, there is
no single flow control mechanism that offers power-efficient performance at both high and
low loads; flow-control mechanisms that are efficient at low loads (backpressureless flow
control) have inefficiencies at high loads, and vice versa. Our design dynamically adapts
between two flow control mechanisms to achieve the power/performance of the better of
both networks.
In the second part, I target the cost overheads resulting from time-varying loads for
websites/applications hosted in an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud. While IaaS
clouds enable significant cost-savings (compared to statically provisioned data centers) by
allowing elastic provisioning, time-varying loads impose two cost overheads because of
(a) the uncertainty arising from imperfect load prediction, which necessitates the use of a
pool of standby servers to absorb unexpected load bursts, and (b) the fact that cost-optimal
provisioning in the cloud must account for commitment-tiered pricing (similar to volume
discounts) in standard Cloud pricing models. I demonstrate that, with some knowledge of
the statistical properties of a time-varying load (gathered by profiling and/or log analysis),
one can minimize both costs while satisfying statistical response-time targets.
Finally, I propose to mitigate the impact of data popularity variations in cloud servers
and the cost/performance overheads arising from such variations. Sharding - a technique
to partition work among servers based on data-space partitioning - is fairly common in
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scale-out cloud servers. While static data-partitioning techniques can achieve near-uniform
partitioning of the elements across the shard servers, the popularity of data-elements is
known to be highly skewed (Zipfian). Unfortunately, such skewed popularity distribution
of data elements can lead to significant load imbalance among the shard-servers, which
in turn leads to response time degradation or cost escalation (to provision more servers).
Initial investigations with memcached - a popular memory-caching server that is typically
used in conjunction with sharding - reveal that there is significant opportunity for reducing
the cost overheads caused by achieving load balance. To address this problem, I design and
implement an improved version of memcached with support for self-adapting, popularity-
based replication of mostly-read “hot” tuples on heavily loaded servers– SPORE. SPORE
identifies popular mostly-read tuples and replicates them efficiently without excessive co-
ordination with other clients/servers. Our experimental results show that a 12-node pool
of SPORE achieves tail latency improvements that are comparable to that of baseline mem-
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